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Abstract
New building technologies and materials coupled with
a modular construction system offer consumers an
unprecedented chance to customize their living spaces.
At the center of this customization process is a computa-
tional tool that guides consumers through the process of
designing a home or apartment. Algorithms for architec-
tural computational critics that are trained by a designer
through examples and that can then critique designs is
proposed as part of the design tool. A prototype system
encompassing two apartment design scenarios is built
and tested. The prototype demonstrates the ability to
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1 Introduction
The face of urban and suburban housing is poised to be changed by a wealth of
new computational, material, and manufacturing technologies. The design, construc-
tion, and industry of housing are all likely to be effected by this technology. Increas-
ingly sophisticated materials and manufacturing techniques will make a modular,
component-based construction system both feasible and affordable [11]. Components
will be manufactured off-site and then assembled on-site. This construction system
enables two important properties of future homes and apartments. First, in apartment
buildings, the construction of individual apartments can be decoupled from that of
the apartment building shell, allowing for the construction of the building to begin
(and even finish) before individual apartments themselves are designed and built.
Second, since manufacturing of components takes place off-site, on-site construction
becomes on-site assembly, thereby reducing on-site construction time and cost. These
two features are the first step towards mass customizable housing: giving people who
would otherwise live in “cookie-cutter” apartments or subdivisions the ability to cre-
ate a custom living environment that is architecturally sensible and that fits their
lifestyle.
To fully realize the power of such a system, non-experts must be given the power
to design their own living spaces. Direct, traditional interaction with an architect
is prohibitively expensive for all but the wealthiest consumers. An alternative is a
computer based design tool with which a non-expert interacts to design a suitable
living space. This tool will allow consumers to economically design and customize
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their living spaces. This work proposes a means to create a tool that provides typical
homeowners with architectural expertise via computerized architectural “critics”. To
be useful, the tool must be easy to use and easy to extend with new architectural
styles or viewpoints. The system described in this work allows architects to train
new architectural computational critics by example. The system is implemented in a
two dimensional floor-plan scenario, although its infrastructure is suitable for more
complex design tasks.
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2 Using a Component-based Computational
Design System
The ideal design tool will enable users to economically design an apartment that
meets their lifestyle needs and makes sense functionally and architecturally. The tool
can be split into two parts: an advanced interface that visually immerses the user
in the current design, and an architectural expertise system that helps users make
incremental, intelligent changes to existing designs. We assume that users will find it
difficult to start from a blank slate, so an ideal system must also be capable of gen-
erating an initial set of designs or retrieving an initial set of designs from a database.
The tool will be built with a modular building system in mind. McLeish analyzes
the relationship of the design tool to the modular construction system and proposes
a platform that facilitates standards and communication amongst the consumer, the
developer, the architect, and the component manufacturer [12]. McLeish also has im-
plemented a tangible user interface and a 3D realtime visualization system [12]. The
architectural expertise system described in this work operates with the tangible inter-
face, providing the user with realtime architectural feedback. The interface is shown
in Figure 1.
The complete design tool helps the user simultaneously visualize 3D spaces from a 2D
plan and obtain expert architectural knowledge about each potential design change.
Unlike some expert design tools, this system explicitly acknowledges and utilizes the
experience of the user. We are all intimately acquainted with what we require from a
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Figure 1: The design tool tangible interface provides a means for users to manipulate
components to create designs and visualize those designs in real time. The architec-
tural expertise system described here plugs in to this interface.
living space, yet most people are incapable of adequately communicating these needs.
The proposed design tool allows the user to be an active participant in the design
process by using technology to create a constructionist learning and design tool [2, 14].
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2.1 A Scenario: Designing a Living Space
The following scenario details the ideal interaction between the complete design tool
and a user of the design tool. It describes the design process from beginning to end and
how the interface and architectural expertise component work together. The process
of designing a new living space begins at the user’s current home. The user completes
various design exercises to help understand the needs and goals for a new living space
[2]. Based on the user’s answers to these questions, the computer selects an initial
design and a set of relevant architectural perspectives that the user should consider
when making changes to the design. These perspectives may range from purely func-
tional (single artist who wants a combination home / studio) to aesthetic (spaces
similar to Frank Lloyd Wright’s prairie homes). Each perspective has an associated
computational critic: an element capable of evaluating a design with respect to the
perspective. The starting design along with the set of critics allows the user to choose
an initial living space and then modify or personalize that space while receiving guid-
ance from the set of critics.
In the interface to the system (shown in Figure 1), the user sees a floor-plan view of
each design, presented on a tabletop surface, as well as a life size, 3D rendering of
the space. The user modifies the design by moving, adding, or deleting components
in the floor-plan view. Whenever she modifies the design, the new state of the design
is evaluated by the current set of critics. Each critic evaluates the design with regard
to its perspective, on a component by component basis, and indicates whether each
component is acceptable or not. When the user mouses over an unacceptable compo-
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nent, the critic gives text-based feedback as to how the component should be adjusted
to give it an acceptable rating. Functionally, the critics are purely evaluative; they
indicate whether a design should be changed or not and give the user some idea of
how to change the design. They do not propose particular alternatives and in general
do not search the design space for the user. They suggest improvements and let the
user decide what (if anything) to change.
The iterative critic based evaluation system is described here; the tangible visualiza-
tion system and the infrastructure linking the design tool to the specific component-
based construction system is described in [12].
2.2 Creating Computational Critics for the System
One way to create critics is to explicitly codify knowledge into each critic. This
method, however, requires both time and effort from an architect and a highly-trained
knowledge engineer, increasing the cost of creating critics and limiting the diversity
and number of critics that could be created. An alternative is to allow an architect to
train the computer based critics using supervised learning (i.e. training by example).
To create a critic using supervised learning, an architectural expert is first presented
with a series of floor-plan view example designs. The expert then rates each compo-
nent in each design via a simple point and click interface. The perspective from which
the critic evaluates designs (a critic for an art studio/residence, or a critic for couples
who often entertain guests, for example) is implicitly formed as the expert trains the
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system by rating individual designs. The perspective and bias with which the expert
rates each example design ultimately becomes the perspective of the computational
critic.
Once an initial set of example designs has been rated, the system builds a first draft
critic capable of evaluating new designs. The expert now works with the critic in an
interactive training mode. The expert modifies an existing design or creates a new
design and then observes the critic’s evaluation of the design. If the critic does not
rate a design in a manner consistent with the expert’s intentions, then the expert can
submit further rated examples to the system and retrain the critic. This interactive
process continues until the expert is satisfied with the evaluation performed by the
critic, at which point training ends and the critic is ready to be used to evaluate
designs proposed by non-experts using the design tool.
2.3 Challenges
The principle challenges in creating the system described in this section are build-
ing the interface and designing the critic infrastructure. The first problem primarily
involves interface design and software engineering. The second problem involves ques-
tions of how critics should be represented, how they should be programmed or trained,
and how they should learn, as well as what representation of a design a critic should
have access to. Another consideration is the potential for critics to search the design
space and actively propose alternatives to the current design. Is this possible, and if
so, how? These issues are considered in the next two sections. Currently the tangible
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user interface and the architectural expertise system have been implemented. Within
a particular design scenario (i.e. with a particular chassis and fixed set of components)
the system as a whole allows critics to be trained and stored and allows users to make
changes to existing designs and get feedback from a trained critic using the tangible
interface.
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3 Theory
3.1 Past Work: Computational Design Tools for Architecture
Traditional computer aided design (CAD) tools such as AutoCAD and Microstation
provide the expert designer with a means to manage complexity and capture a design
in its various stages of realization. They provide a rich medium that allows the de-
signer to focus on one aspect of a design while hiding complexity of other irrelevant
aspects of the design. Traditional CAD tools also provide a means of communicating
designs between humans and between humans and machines (such as a laser cutter).
Such tools are extremely valuable to trained designers who are capable of determining
design goals, translating abstract ideas into appropriate physical forms, visualizing
intermediate designs, understanding design constraints and evaluating intermediate
designs with respect to these goals and constraints, and creatively exploring the de-
sign space to refine intermediate designs. Non-experts cannot be expected to possess
all of these skills, which typically require years of training and practice to acquire.
Traditional CAD tools do not actively help the designer explore the design space;
they simply capture a design as it is revised. There are tools, however, that attempt
to aid the designer by intelligently searching the design space within the confines of
the design goals and constraints. The effectiveness of these tools is dependent on how
precisely the goals and constraints of a problem can be articulated.
In the related domain of urban design, a tool called Urp (a luminous tangible work-
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bench for urban planning and design) uses a tangible interface to help urban design-
ers and decision makers visualize light, shadows, and wind velocity around groups of
buildings [19]. This system is intended for experts in urban design but is similar to
the proposed system in that it allows users to move discrete components and receive
feedback based on their placement. In Urp, the feedback is based on physical simu-
lation, which is objective and straightforward to implement. In designing residential
living spaces, however, the criteria for good design is highly subjective and difficult
to articulate by designers.
Optimization algorithms are being introduced into the architectural domain to create
tools that go beyond basic CAD tools. Traditional optimization problems such as
resource allocation and scheduling are usually solved algorithmically without human
intervention. Typically, there is a set of decision variables, an objective function which
maps the values of the decision variables to a number, and a set of of constraints on the
decision variables [1]. An optimization algorithm minimizes or maximizes the value
of the objective function by searching the constrained decision variable (or design)
space. Recent work on interactive optimization brings humans into the loop, encour-
aging the human designer and computer to work together to more effectively search
the problem space [16]. The models on which traditional optimization algorithms op-
erate are often abstractions of the real problem; interactive optimization can lead to
solutions that are not necessarily optimal for the stated model but perform very well
for the real system being modeled because the human in the loop understands where
the model simplifies the real problem [16].
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Recent work has shown that in highly constrained architectural design problems op-
timization algorithms can augment or replace humans in finding design solutions
[13, 8]. Multi-story commercial office building space layout is one problem domain
that can be highly constrained [13]. Optimizing along features such as adjacency and
non-overlapping of rooms and grouping of spaces of a particular function (such as an
accounting department) leads to an easily-articulated objective function that in turn
enables the use of optimization algorithms. Such techniques are of little use in resi-
dential, component-based design because the focus is on the location of components
rather than the division of space. In many cases there is no clear division of space in
residential design; the kitchen area may adjoin the eating area but there is no obvious
division between the two. Furthermore, the fitness of a particular residential design
is highly dependent on the needs of the future inhabitants, suggesting the need for
objective functions that are tied to inhabitants’ specific needs. Computational critics
address this problem by evaluating designs with respect to a particular viewpoint.
Matching a user with a set of critics with the right viewpoint is an effective means of
binding the user’s needs to an objective function.
Another design tool that actively helps architects is The Architect’s Collaborator
(TAC) which assists them during conceptual design. TAC has a base of general ar-
chitectural knowledge and knowledge specific to the houses of Frank Lloyd Wright. It
compares a current design to a set of goals and then uses dependency directed search
of its knowledge base to propose changes that lead to designs that better satisfy
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the goals [10]. This system can embody particular design perspectives (Frank Lloyd
Wright for example) but requires the knowledge engineering effort of extracting, cod-
ifying, and entering data into the knowledge base to create the perspective. The tool
presented here eliminates this effort by allowing an expert to train the system directly.
Several tools aimed at non-experts have been created. One tool allows users to create
or find suitable apartments through information filtering of a database of expert cre-
ated components and designs [3]. Users enter search criteria which leads to a selection
of potential designs or partial designs from a database which are displayed in a three
dimensional visualization. This approach guarantees that intermediate designs have
been created by an expert and allows the user some level of customization by mixing
and matching partial designs. All designs made with this system must be some com-
bination of partial designs present in the database. This constraint limits the user’s
freedom to make small changes to existing designs and truly personalize the space.
Shape grammars offer another potential means to generate designs [18]. One such
design tool intended for non-experts uses shape grammars to generate designs accord-
ing to user preferences [4]. The particular grammar being used defines a subspace of
designs (which might correspond to a particular architect’s style for example) within
all possible designs. This property allows designs within the grammar (and hence
within the style) to be automatically generated. The tool has no mechanism, how-
ever, for evaluating changes to designs made by users; it simply generates designs
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within the particular grammar. 1 Such a system also requires the existence of the par-
ticular shape grammar, the creation of which requires significant effort from an expert.
Design tools intended for non-experts with an explicit evaluation component have
also been explored. Fischer has created several versions of a kitchen design tool in-
tended for non-experts that embody a critiquing system [7]. These tools integrate a
direct manipulation interface that allows users to add and position kitchen objects, a
critic based system that evaluates and gives feedback about designs, and a hypermedia
based explanation system that offers detailed explanations about design decisions and
tradeoffs. Fischer distinguishes between three classes of critics: generic critics, spe-
cific critics, and interpretive critics [6]. Generic critics are concerned with the general
layout and spatial relationship between design objects and represent design knowl-
edge common to most designs. Specific critics are tied to the user’s specification of
her design goals and attempt to find inconsistencies between the current design and
the stated design goals. Interpretive critics are grounded in a particular viewpoint
(such as resale value) and evaluate designs strictly from that viewpoint. All three
critic types use rule-based production system knowledge representation and require
knowledge engineering effort to create and test the rule base.
1An ideal design tool could have a shape grammar component to create initial designs if the
creation of shape grammars could be rapidly performed (perhaps using a learn by example approach).
At present we know of no such system for automatically generating shape grammars from examples.
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3.2 Contributions of This Work
The core of the architectural expertise component of the proposed design tool is a
set of computational critics capable of evaluating a design from a specific viewpoint.
This is similar to Fischer’s concept of interpretive critics [7]. Unlike Fischer’s critics,
which are rule-based systems, our critics are not hand created from an explicit set of
rules; they are trained purely by example. Architectural knowledge is often difficult
to explicitly state and even more difficult to elicit from an architect. Training com-
putational critics by example removes the knowledge engineering effort of extracting
design knowledge from architects and encoding it in a form that can be applied to
designs. Here, architects work directly with a tool that captures their knowledge and
design rules implicitly without an explicit knowledge engineering effort. The critics
then act as a proxy for the architect and evaluate new designs with respect to the
trained perspective. To demonstrate the effectiveness of such a system, a prototype
system was created with two different apartment design scenarios. Several critics were
trained on these scenarios and their performance was evaluated.
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4 Implementation
Drawing upon the previous section, this section details the architecture of the com-
putational critics (including how they learn and represent knowledge), and describes
a prototype system built to test the architecture.
4.1 System Overview
The prototype implemented consists of several tools and server components that allow
designs to be collected, batch rated, and interactively trained. An additional compo-
nent plugs into the larger design tool interface described earlier.
The process through which designs are first collected and an initial critic is trained
is shown in Figure 2 . A web-based design collection tool allows people to submit
example designs, which are stored in a database of example designs (a screen shot of
this tool is shown in Figure 3). To initially create a critic, an architect uses a web-
based rating tool to rate designs from the design database. Rating a design consists of
indicating whether each component in a design is appropriate or not by pointing and
clicking on the component. After many designs (several hundred for the prototype
design scenario used here) have been rated a critic training system generates a single
critic which is then stored in a critic database. This process may be repeated several
times by a single architect or by multiple architects to create critics with different
viewpoints.
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Figure 2: The first stage of critic training: sample designs are retrieved from a database
and rated by a designer to create a critic. Each designer may train one or more critics,
with each critic evaluating designs from a particular viewpoint.
Once an initial critic has been created and stored in the critic database, it is refined
using interactive machine learning [5]. This process is shown in Figure 4. Using a web-
based interactive training tool (shown in Figure 5), the architect creates or modifies
a test design, which is sent to the evaluation system where it is rated by the critic
created earlier. The rated design is then sent back to the architect and is displayed
on screen.
If the evaluation given by the critic is incorrect, then the architect can correct the
ratings of the current design. The new rated design is then combined with the exist-
ing critic to create a new corrected critic which is then saved in the critic database.
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Figure 3: Screenshot of the design collection tool which enables a database of sample
designs to be collected and used for critic training.
This process of modifying or creating new designs, applying the current critic, and
retraining if necessary continues until the architect decides that the critic is complete.
The critic is then stored in the critic database and used to evaluate designs created
by end users.
Once a critic is complete it is used by an evaluation module to implement the ar-
chitectural expertise functionality of the design tool. This module plugs in to the
existing design tool user interface. The evaluation module receives the current state
of a user’s design and sends to the user interface the evaluation and explanation for
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Figure 4: Once a critic is created in the process shown in Figure 2 it is refined using
interactive training. In this process a designer reviews the evaluation made by the
critic on a sample design. Any discrepancies between the critic’s evaluation and the
designer’s intent are corrected by submitting additional rated example designs.
each component in that design for the currently selected critic.
4.2 Component Features: Representing A Design
The main challenge in creating a system capable of learning architectural design
knowledge by example is one of dimensionality. Typical architectural design deals
with continuously parametric designs, leading to an extremely high dimensional design
space. The evaluation system described here is explicitly intended for a component-
based construction system where every architectural element is a discrete component
of fixed dimension. For example, a wall separating a living room from a bedroom
may simply be a series of discrete bookshelf components placed side by side. Fixing
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Figure 5: Screenshot of the interactive training tool. Designers can submit one or
more rated example designs and retrain a critic immediately.
the dimensions of each individual component significantly simplifies designs, but the
design space still has high dimensionality (each design draws from a set of available
components, and a particular design may have multiple instances of a single type of
component placed anywhere within the design). To simplify the problem in this early
work, only rectangular shaped components are allowed and components may only
have cardinal direction rotations. This makes the computational geometry routines
required to compute some features for components easier to implement.
A successful technique for training architectural critics by example must be able
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to either deal directly with the high dimensional design space or transform a design
into a more manageable representation. Architects often deal with concepts such as
openness, light, symmetry, and privacy. These concepts are attractive as a means to
describe a design because they are, in part, the language of the architect, and they are
the concepts that directly affect the quality of the space. But these concepts are of-
ten vague, subjective, and difficult to precisely define, even with human intervention.
The ideal representation is one that throws away some of the complexity of the initial
design space but keeps enough information so that a learning system dealing entirely
with this condensed representation can capture meaningful architectural concepts. In
the system presented, we simplify the design space by computing a fixed number of
features based on the original design. These features are primarily geometric and refer
to relationships between different components including distance and rotation. Some
combination of these features should be able to represent the distinction between
good and bad placement of a component for a particular viewpoint. This method also
allows existing machine learning techniques to be used to train critics.
Since the primary means of manipulating designs is through a collection of discrete
components, it is natural to compute features of a design on a component by compo-
nent basis. This method is similar to one that uses component-based feature sets to
learn spatial concepts in utility maps [17]. An alternative would be to compute a set
of global features for the entire design. This alternative has the disadvantage that it
does not deal well with multiple instances of a single component. A classifier trained
with a global feature space, with a fixed set of features computed from the entire
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design, would have difficulty distinguishing, for example, between a design with two
bookshelves of a particular type and three bookshelves. One of the features might be
the number of bookshelves in the design, but information about the location of each
bookshelf (with a possibly varying number of bookshelves) would be impossible to
capture with a global fixed feature set.
4.3 Classification Graph: Critic Infrastructure and
Component Abstraction
Features of a design are computed on a component by component basis, but how does
a set of features fit together to form a critic? For a given component in a design, a
classifier is an element capable of evaluating that type of component. The classifier
uses the values of the features to rate the component. Classifiers are trained using
machine learning techniques. During the training of a critic system, a single rated
design will provide multiple machine learning instances for the critic system being
trained. Each rated component in the design is transformed into a training instance
for all classifiers that are applicable to that component.
The classification graph specifies which classifiers are applicable to which compo-
nents by providing a set of classifications for each component available to a design.
The graph has nodes that represent component classifications ranging from the most
generic classification to the most specific classification (which represents components
that can be placed into a design). At the root of the graph is the OBJECT class
which is the ancestor of all components available to a design. Classes become more
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specific as they get closer to the leaves of the graph. Leaves of the graph represent
specific components that can actually be inserted into a design, such as a particular
model bookshelf. Classes that are not leaves of the graph are called generic classes and
cannot be directly inserted into a design. Classes may have more than one parent (i.e.
multiple inheritance) so topologically the graph is a DAG (Directed Acyclic Graph).
Multiple inheritance provides for components that take on multiple roles, such as a
bookshelf that also separates rooms. Such a component is used for storage as well as
a wall, so it inherits from a storage class and a wall class.
An example graph is shown in Figure 6. Consider, for example, an instance of a
particular model chair. This instance can be classified as a chair object (which is
a leaf classification node as shown in Figure 6), as well as as a CHAIRS object, a
SEATING object, and an OBJECT object. The classification graph provides a num-
ber of different ways to refer to a particular component ranging from the specific to
the general. A feature in the feature set of a particular type of table, for example
might need to refer to couches in a design. The classification graph allows this table
to have a feature such as the distance to the nearest couch rather than multiple fea-
tures referring to every specific type of couch. This reduces the number of features
required while maintaining the ability to refer to essential information in a design. It
also allows features that refer generically to other components in a design (such as
all couches regardless of model).
The classification graph provides an additional benefit because it provides the struc-
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Figure 6: Sample classification graph which provides component naming abstraction.
ture around which we create computational critics. A computational critic system is
a set of classifiers capable of evaluating a design from a particular viewpoint. When
a designer is training a critic, she is in fact training a computational critic system
composed of multiple classifiers. A system contains one classifier for each node in
the classification graph. Each classifier is trained to evaluate components represented
by the associated node in the classification graph. A classifier trained to evaluate a
specific sofa in Figure 6 can only evaluate that specific type of sofa. But one level up
the graph is the SOFAS class; the SOFAS classifier is trained to classify not only the
specific sofa but can also classify components of type sofa chair and futon.
Having classifiers associated with each node in the classification graph provides a
level of abstraction from the specific components available to a design. If a specific
model kitchen sink, for example, is discontinued by the manufacturer and replaced
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with a new model, the new model can fit into existing trained critic systems with
little impact. This works because most of the features of other components will not
refer directly to the specific model sink, but to a higher classification node, such as
a generic kitchen sink node. A classifier trained for the original sink may not be ap-
plicable to the new sink, but a more generic classifier for all kitchen sinks would be
capable of evaluating the new sink in designs.
The critical measure of the size of a classification graph is its maximum depth. In
larger systems the maximum depth may reach a hundred nodes. A given specific com-
ponent will have at most n classifiers that apply to it, where n is the maximum depth
of the classification graph.
4.4 Machine Learning Implementation of Classifiers
Machine learning is used to implement the individual classifiers. Two machine learn-
ing techniques were chosen: decision trees and nearest neighbor. The decision tree
model (in particular Weka’s J48 [20], a Java implementation of C4.5 [15]) was chosen
as the initial machine learning technique because it quickly classifies new instances
and produces a human readable output that provides some insight into how and what
a classifier is learning. The tree structure of this technique also turns out to be useful
in providing feedback to the user as to what aspects of the design should be changed
(this is described in more detail below).
C4.5 decision trees classify new instances by sending them down a tree constructed
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during training. Each node in the tree is a split on a particular feature of the feature
set; the instance is sent down the branch depending on its value for the feature on
which the node splits. Each leaf node has a particular classification value associated
with it. An example decision tree is shown in Figure 7. For this example tree, to clas-
sify an instance the value of the distance to nearest table is checked first. If the value
is less than or equal to 168 then the instance continues to the left child and has its
distance to nearest OBJECT checked. If the value of the distance to the nearest table
is greater than 168, then the instance is sent to the right child where it is classified as
‘good’. This continues until the instance arrives at a leaf node where it is classified.
The numbers associated with each leaf are the count of instances that were labeled
for each classification value during training. For example, in the “good (66 / 10)”
leaf node, during training, 66 instances reached that node that were labeled good
and 10 reached that node that were labeled bad. The decision tree model is quick
in evaluating new instances because it must perform only O(d) comparisons between
tree split values and instance values, where d is the maximum depth of the decision
tree. In the design scenario presented here, all tree depths were less than 10, though
in a larger scenario tree depths up to 100 would not be unexpected.
Decision trees are created by recursively selecting attributes on which to split and
adding them to a growing tree. At each point in the recursion, the attribute added
to the tree is the one that splits the set of training instances (which have made it
to the point where the current split is being added) into groups with the maximum
weighted entropy gain. Suppose, for example, we have a training group that consists
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of 5 ‘ok’ labels and 4 ‘bad’ labels. The entropy of this mix is entropy(5/9, 4/9) =
.991. 2 Suppose feature A splits this group into two subgroups, one with 4 ‘ok’ labels
and 1 ‘bad’ label and another with 1 ‘ok’ label and 3 ‘bad’ labels. The entropy of
the first subgroup is entropy(4/5, 1/5) = 0.722, and the entropy of the second group
is entropy(1/4, 3/4) = 0.811. The weighted entropy of these subgroups is 0.722 *
(5/9) + 0.811 * (4/9) = 0.761. Now suppose that feature B splits the group into two
subgroups, one with 3 ‘ok’ labels and 2 ‘bad’ labels and another with 2 ‘ok’ labels
and 2 ‘bad’ labels. The weighted entropy of these subgroups is 0.971 * (5/9) + 1 *
(4/9) = 0.983. Splitting on feature A reduces the weighted entropy more than split-
ting on feature B so in this step A will be used. Qualitatively, reducing the entropy
as much as possible corresponds to splitting groups into more homogenous subgroups.
In contrast to the decision tree model, the nearest neighbor model offers extremely
fast and incremental training, since training consists of adding instances to a growing
set [20]. But applying nearest neighbor to unlabeled instances during evaluation is
potentially slow if there are a large number of features or training instances. The
Weka implementation of nearest neighbor examines all training instances in order to
find the k nearest neighbors to a given instance, giving linear order of growth in the
number of training instances, which may range from hundreds to thousands [20]. The
decision tree model, in contrast, offers fast classification of unlabeled instances and is
hence the clear choice for real-time evaluation of designs.
2entropy(x1, x2, ..., xn) = -x1log2(x1) - x2log2(x2) - ... - xnlog2(xn)).
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Figure 7: Example of a C4.5 decision tree.
4.5 Explanation Subsystem
The ability to give a user some feedback is critical to the success of a design tool aimed
at non-experts [9]. A portion of the work presented here is to develop algorithms that
give some amount of feedback to the user without any explicit input from the expert
during the training of a critic system. In expert systems, including Fischer’s critic
systems, explanation is based on the rule that fired or the chain of rules that led the
system to its current state [6]. In either case the explanation is part of the knowledge
engineering effort of the system. In the system presented, there is no explicit knowl-
edge engineering, so explanation must take a different form.
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Giving the user an idea of why the system rated a component the way it did is
achieved by the chain linking a high level critic and a low level feature. This is cov-
ered in more detail in section 5.5. In the system presented it is also important to
give the user feedback about what aspects of a poorly rated component need to be
changed. This gives the user guidance in determining how to alter a design to improve
it from the perspective of the current critic. In addition to saying how the system
came to the conclusion it did, for each poorly rated component, the explanation sys-
tem should find a feature for which a small change will cause the component to be
rated good. This feature is called the explanation feature. If such a feature is numeric,
then the system should report whether that feature should be increased or decreased;
If the feature is discrete, then the system simply reports that the feature should be
changed. Two algorithms that provide this type of explanation are presented: one
using the decision tree machine learning model, and one using the nearest neighbor
model.
4.5.1 Decision Tree Explanation Algorithm
For a given component, the decision tree explanation algorithm examines the decision
tree of the classifier and determines the single numeric feature for which the smallest
modification of the value of that feature will change the classification of the compo-
nent from bad to good.
In the C4.5 decision tree model, an instance is classified by sending it down the
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decision tree from the root node to a leaf node. Each node in the tree (excluding the
leaf nodes) represents a test of a feature of the instance. If the feature is numeric,
then the node represents a partitioning of the numeric feature into two regions. If
the value of the feature for the given instance is greater than the split point it goes
down one branch and if it is less than the split point, it goes down the other branch.
The decision tree explanation algorithm iteratively holds out each numeric feature
of an instance. For a given instance, i, and a given feature, f, it sends the instance i
down the decision tree. When i reaches a node that tests f, a copy of i is sent to both
children of the node and the split point of the node is recorded. As (possibly multiple)
copies of i reach leaf nodes, they are classified as good or bad; this information along
with the split points divides the real line of the numeric feature into regions where
each region has a classification of good or bad. The value of f for the current instance
(the value held out) represents a point on this real line inside a region labeled bad.
let dmin,f be the minimum distance from the value of f to the boundary of a region
labeled good. That is, dmin,f is the minimum amount that the value of f must be
changed in order to change the classification of the instance from bad to good. The
explanation feature is the feature f = argmin(dmin,f ), that is, the feature with the
minimum value of dmin,f .
Consider the decision tree in Figure 7. Suppose we have an instance for which we
wish to find an explanation that has the following values: distance to nearest ta-
ble: 100, distance to nearest OBJECT: 38, distance to kitchen: 135. Notice that this
instance is classified as bad via the left branch from the test on distance to nearest
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OBJECT. The distance to nearest table feature splits the number line into the regions
[-∞, 168) and [168, +∞]. Given the instance’s values, the first region is classified as
bad and the second as good. Increasing the distance to nearest table by 68 will change
the classification from bad to good.
The distance to nearest OBJECT feature also splits the number line into two re-
gions, [-∞, 40) and [40, +∞] with (for the given values of the instance’s features)
the first region being classified as bad and the second as being good. Here, if the
value of the distance to the nearest OBJECT is increased by 2 then the classification
goes from bad to good. Since this increase is less than the increase required for the
distance to nearest table feature, it is the explanation feature.
Both the decision tree explanation algorithm and the nearest neighbor explanation
algorithm that follows implicitly assume that the units of the numeric features for an
instance are the same or comparable. This means, for example, that a change of 10
units in feature A is equivalent to a change of 10 units in feature B. In the prototype
system implemented here, all the numeric features are in inches, but in the case that
the units are not comparable, then they must be appropriately scaled. Suppose for
example that a system has two features: feature A is in inches and feature B is in
miles. Changing the design by increasing feature B by 1 mile is not the same amount
of change as increasing feature A by 1 inch. This scaling will be subjective if, for
example, one feature is in inches and another is in degrees; the goal is to scale the
units so that an equal change in the value of all numeric features roughly corresponds
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to the same amount of change in a design. What qualifies as the same amount of
change in a design will be domain dependent and possibly subjective.
4.5.2 Nearest Neighbor Explanation Algorithm
An instance is classified as bad by a nearest neighbor classifier when some significant
fraction of the k nearest neighbors to the given instance are themselves classified as
bad. The nearest neighbor explanation algorithm works as follows. Suppose we have
an instance, i that has been classified as bad. Let g be the nearest neighbor to i
that is classified as good. For a numeric feature, f, let d f be the absolute difference
between the value of f for the instance i and the value of f for the instance g. The
explanation feature is the feature, f = argmax(d f ). That is, the explanation feature is
the numeric feature along which i and g are furthest apart. The justification for this
comes from differential calculus. Given n features, if we take the partial derivative of
the cartesian distance from i to g with respect to each of the n arguments, we find
that an incremental change to the feature with the largest difference between i and g
produces the greatest reduction in the cartesian distance.
The algorithms presented offer a means to present explanation to the user using
either the decision tree or nearest neighbor machine learning model. Both the deci-
sion tree and nearest neighbor explanation algorithms give feedback that indicate how
to minimally move a component to change its rating from bad to good. Which expla-
nation method is used is determined by the machine learning model that is chosen.
The performance of the decision tree and nearest neighbor techniques are compared
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in section 5.2.
4.6 Prototype System
To ascertain the effectiveness of such learn-by-example techniques, a prototype sys-
tem was built and was tested with two design scenarios. The first design scenario is a
studio apartment of approximately 25 by 20 feet with a built in kitchen and bathroom.
The kitchen and the bathroom are themselves discrete components but have a fixed
location. The palette of components that can be added to and manipulated within a
design consists of six objects: a queen sized bed, a wooden living room chair, a sofa
chair, a three person sofa, a coffee table, and a television. The walls that surround
the studio are also fixed location components. The classification graph used for this
prototype is shown in Figure 8. OBJECT, SEATING, and SOFAS are generic clas-
sification nodes, while queen-bed, chair, sofa, sofa-chair, coffee-table, and television
are specific classification nodes that correspond to specific components that can be
instantiated.
In the first scenario, all classification nodes have the same set of features, which is
described in Table 1. Most of the features are numeric, but several are discrete. The
four discrete features are left-type, top-type, right-type, and bottom-type. All four
discrete features have the same domains: sofa, sofa-chair, chair, television, queen-bed,
coffee-table, wall, window, kitchen, bathroom, and null.
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Figure 8: Prototype classification graph
Feature Name Description
dt-seating-com Distance to the seating center of mass
dtn-wall Distance to the center of the nearest wall component
dt-kitchen Distance to the center of the kitchen
dt-bathroom Distance to the center of the bathroom
left-d Distance to the closest component to the left of this component
left-type Type of closest component to the left of this component
left-rot Relative rotation with respect to the closest component to the left of this object
top-d Distance to the closest component to the top of this component
top-type Type of closest component to the top of this component
top-rot Relative rotation with respect to the closest component to the top of this object
right-d Distance to the closest component to the right of this component
right-type Type of closest component to the right of this component
right-rot Relative rotation with respect to the closest component to the right of this object
bottom-d Distance to the closest component to the bottom of this component
bottom-type Type of closest component to the bottom of this component
bottom-rot Relative rotation with respect to the closest component to the bottom of this object
dtn-OBJECT Distance to the nearest component that can be classified as an OBJECT
dtn-SEATING Distance to the nearest component that can be classified as a SEATING component
dtn-SOFAS Distance to the nearest component that can be classified as an SOFAS component
dtn-sofa Distance to the nearest component sofa component
dtn-sofa-chair Distance to the nearest sofa-chair component
dtn-chair Distance to the nearest chair component
dtn-television Distance to the nearest television component
dtn-queen-bed Distance to the nearest queen-bed component
label Classification of the component as well placed or not well placed
Table 1: Component feature set
4.7 Results from the First Scenario
The prototype presented in this section successfully learned concepts in the first
design scenario. These concepts include preferences for furniture items to be in par-
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ticular areas of the apartment space and proximity preferences between some types
of components (the bed shouldn’t be near the kitchen for example). This simple de-
sign scenario demonstrated that the system as proposed could successfully learn by
example. To further test the system, a different design scenario was needed.
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5 Discussion
A more complex design scenario was created to observe how the critic system scales
in terms of computational complexity, usability, and trainability. This section de-
scribes the scenario (hereafter referred to as scenario2), presents quantitative data
on how many examples are required to train a critic, proposes a means to deal with
the increased training requirements of the scenario, and discusses some interaction
extensions to the training and use of the system.
5.1 A More Complex Scenario
Scenario2 consists of a 26 by 26 foot apartment space and 31 components. The com-
ponents are of four types: bathrooms, kitchens, furniture, and infill (recall that in-
fill components are furniture components such as bookshelf storage space that also
function as walls). Figure 9 shows an example scenario2 design, Figure 10 shows the
available components in the scenario, and Figure11 shows the scenario2 chassis. Bath-
rooms and kitchens are single units and contain all necessary fixtures (such as major
kitchen appliances) but are only partially enclosed by walls.
The critic infrastructure of scenario2 is the same as scenario1. The scenario2 clas-
sification graph contains 47. Each scenario2 classifier has over 400 features that are
computed from a design. These features are similar to those in scenario1, consist-
ing of distances between components, relative rotation between components, shortest
path length between components, shortest path rotation between components, and
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Figure 9: Example Scenario2 Design
adjacency of components.
5.2 Enclosing a Bathroom: Training a Basic Concept
The concept of a bathroom component being enclosed by infill walls was used to gain
a quantitative and qualitative sense of how much training is required for a critic to
learn a concept. Computer generated positive examples were created by placing a
bathroom component in a random location (with a random cardinal rotation) within
the apartment chassis. A random set of three infill components was placed adjacent
to the open sides of the bathroom component. (All bathroom components have three
open sides and one side enclosed by a wall.) Between 1 and 11 other random compo-
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Figure 10: Scenario2 Component Set
nents were also placed throughout the design. Samples of these designs are shown in
Figure 12.
Negative (but not near miss) examples were generated by placing between 1 and
11 components with a random location and rotation throughout a design. Near miss
examples were generated by modifying positive examples so that one of the three infill
components that surround a bathroom were either moved farther from the bathroom
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Figure 11: Scenario2 Chassis
or were replaced with a non infill component.
Using Weka’s J48 (an implementation of C4.5 [15]) and nearest neighbor (classifying
based on the single nearest neighbor, i.e. k = 1) [20] classification, performance was
compared using between 50 and 7520 instances. Ten-fold cross validation was used
to assess classifier performance. Figure 13 shows the fraction of acceptable compo-
nents that were correctly classified as acceptable. Figure 14 shows the fraction of bad
components that were correctly classified as bad. These tests indicate that for the
bathroom enclosed concept the decision tree algorithm correctly classified instances
more often than the nearest neighbor algorithm for almost all sizes of training sets.
An exception to this is that for the bad classifications, the nearest neighbor algorithm
with attribute selection outperformed the decision tree algorithm (with or without
attribute selection) for 50, 100, 300, and 500 training instances. The decision tree
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Figure 12: Sample randomly generated designs used to train a bathroom enclosed
concept critic.
algorithm without attribute selection, however, outperformed the nearest neighbor
algorithm when 7250 training instances were used, achieving the highest fraction of
correctly classified instances for the bad classification. In general, the decision tree
algorithm is preferred over the nearest neighbor algorithm because it produces a hu-
man readable output, classifies new instances quickly, and in this domain classifies
instances more accurately than nearest neighbor.
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Figure 13: Fraction of acceptable instances rated acceptable for 50, 100, 300, 500, 800,
1000, 3000, 5000, and 7250 instances of training data. The J48 data was obtained
using Weka’s default options except reduced error pruning was used. The nearest
neighbor data was obtained by classifying according to the single nearest neighbor (k
= 1). The attribute selection method was CfsSubsetEval using default options except
locally predictive was set to true. The search method for the attribute selection was
forward best first with default options.
Training a critic to classify whether a bathroom is surrounded by walls is useful to
determine how many training instances are required to learn such a concept, but why
would anyone want to train this in the first place? The realistic answer is that such
a concept should not be trained by example–it should be a primitive feature. Where,
then, is the line drawn between primitive features and concepts trained by example
that are reused as features? It is clear that a concept should be trained whenever
the knowledge engineering effort to explicitly encode the concept is greater than the
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Figure 14: Fraction of bad instances rated bad for 50, 100, 300, 500, 800, 1000, 3000,
5000, and 7250 instances of training data. The J48 data was obtained using Weka’s
default options except reduced error pruning was used. The nearest neighbor data
was obtained by classifying according to the single nearest neighbor (k = 1). The
attribute selection method was CfsSubsetEval using default options except locally
predictive was set to true. The search method for the attribute selection was forward
best first with default options.
effort to train it. But the detailed answer to this question, and in a larger sense, what
set of primitive features is optimal for building intermediate and high level critics, is
unclear for this domain.
5.3 Hierarchical Decomposition and Critic Abstraction
The above results and our experience interacting with the system suggest that in
design scenarios of similar complexity to scenario2, training high level concepts (a
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critic that judges a layout based on its appropriateness for formal dinner parties,
for example) directly from the primitive low level features would take at least tens
of thousands of examples. Hierarchical decomposition provides a way to reduce this
training burden by reusing training already done (much in the same way a software
module provides code reuse). Decomposition also provides a framework that enables
a more interactive process of training critics and a more interactive process of using
the final design tool. The structure of this hierarchical decomposition is described in
this section while the interaction changes it enables are described in sections 5.4 and
5.5.
Hierarchical decomposition is the process of training a critic that judges an interme-
diate level concept and then reusing the critic as a primitive feature in the training
of higher level critics. Training a bathroom classifier on the concept of being enclosed
is an example of such an intermediate level concept. With two to three thousand
examples, a classifier can be trained that determines whether a bathroom is enclosed
by walls. Once the classifier exists, it can be abstracted as a boolean feature; future
critics can use it as a basic feature without knowing (or caring) whether it is a true
primitive geometric routine or a decision tree (for example) that uses the values of the
true primitive geometric features. This allows the concept of bathroom enclosed-ness
to be trained only once and re-used to train critics that evaluate with regard to higher
level concepts.
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5.4 Extensions to Critic-Trainer Interaction
Using hierarchical critics allows us to envision several extensions to the ideal design
tool training and application scenario presented in section 1. In the process of training
presented earlier, the designer simply rates components in example designs as being
good or bad. With a library of intermediate and higher level concepts (such as the
openness of a living room), during training a designer can be given explicit access to
the features that make up the representation that the critic being trained has of a
design. Instead of learning directly from a set of 400 or more features (or a subset
of these features automatically selected using attribute selection techniques 3 [20]),
the designer can actively participate in the selection of features. A designer might,
for example, rate a number of example designs, then activate an attribute selection
routine that generates a list of features relevant to the concept being trained. The
designer can then modify this set of features as necessary and continue training. The
benefit of this is that the critic training system still performs the bulk of the work
in determining from examples what features contribute to the concept being trained
and how the concept actually depends on the features, but the designer can alter the
list of features to improve training accuracy.
The existence of hierarchical critics is not strictly required to give designers an explicit
view of the features that contribute to the critic being trained, but it does make such
a mode of training more natural. During the training of a high level critic without
3Attribute selection techniques examine a set of instances and remove features that are either
statistically irrelevant to the concept being learned or are redundant with other features.
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hierarchical critics (ignoring the amount of training that would be required) there
would be a complex dependency of the high level concept on the primitive geomet-
ric features. With enough training, machine learning techniques could discover the
structure of this dependency, but it would be difficult for a designer to make useful
judgments as to which low level features really contribute to the high level concept.
It is much easier to judge the dependence of a concept on features that are only
slightly lower than the concept itself. That is, it is easier to associate a concept with
the features it directly depends on rather than lower level features that it indirectly
depends on.
5.5 Hierarchical Decomposition and Explanation
With the infrastructure of classifiers that depend primarily on slightly lower-level
features described above, the explanation techniques described in section 4.5 function
more naturally. A Frank Lloyd Wright critic, for example, that instructs a user to
move a wall to the right because it is too close to the kitchen will certainly enable
the user to improve the design as the critic sees it, but the explanation will have
little meaning for the user. If, however, the user is told that the Frank Lloyd Wright
critic disapproves of the design because the openness feature of the kitchen is too
low and that the openness feature of the kitchen is too low because a particular wall
is too close to the kitchen, then the user can correct the problem and understand
why the high level critic made the judgment it did. From the user’s point of view,
this may seem similar to the explanation provided by chains of activated rules in a
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rule based (or knowledge based) system, but here there has still been little knowledge
engineering. The link from high level concept to a change in a low level feature is
provided by intermediate level critics, each of which has been trained by example.
5.6 Extensions to End User Interaction
The original scenario presented in section 1 has the end user manipulating only fur-
niture and infill components and receiving feedback on their placement. What if the
user was given a way to specify the function of space within a design? A designer
might train a critic to recognize typical functional spaces (a living area or bedroom
area for example 4) but the critic is unable to know how the user intends to use the
space. A user may intend to alter the arrangement of furniture and walls in a living
room to make it less formal, for example, but may actually make it more formal. A
critic might recognize the arrangement as being more formal but does not know that
the intent of the user was to make it less formal.
Giving the end user the ability to explicitly label functional areas allows critics to find
contradictions between component placement and intended use of a space. Beaudin
suggests that giving end users this capability is not only acceptable in a design tool
but beneficial. She also suggests a technique for arriving at space function labels [2].
Rather than demanding that users abstractly label spaces from scratch, they play out
scenarios, indicating where people, objects, or events will be throughout the event. A
simple example might be a scenario where one quietly reads in a chair in the living
4We are not calling these rooms because they may not actually be enclosed by walls.
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room. A more complex example would be playing out a dinner party: specifying where
the guests, hosts, and perhaps children, will be at different stages of the event.
In the design tool, the user is presented with a library of scenarios and concrete
labels representing actions or events within a scenario. By going through several sce-
narios and placing these concrete labels in the design, the system infers functional
labels for different spaces in the design that represent the intent of the user. These
labels need not be consistent. A user may, for example, place concrete labels in a
living room area that leads the system to infer that the area is both a formal living
room area and a casual living room area. These labels are treated as components
of the design, and have associated critics that rate the placement of the labels. A
critic for a formal living room area may indicate that the arrangement of compo-
nents and location of the area are not conducive to a formal living room, while a
casual living room critic may indicate that the arrangement and location of the area
are acceptable. The critics associated with the space function components provide
feedback about possible conflicts between space functions and the physical compo-
nents within them. The user then has the option of reassessing her goals and needs
(does she really want to read quietly in the living room?) and potentially changing
to a new starting design, or changing the current design slightly to eliminate conflicts.
This extension allows more interaction between the user and the tool and brings
user intent into the evaluation system. The critic system infrastructure in its present
form supports such an extension.
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Figure 15: This photograph shows the tangible interface with the critic system being
used. The current critic evaluates the privacy of the dining area with respect to the
kitchen. To the left of the kitchen (which is in the lower right hand corner of the
photograph) is the dining room table with a poor rating, which is indicated by a
red outline. In the lower left hand corner is the explanation. The explanation ”prtn-
KITCHEN needs to increase” indicates that the absolute total rotation of the shortest
path from the table to the nearest kitchen should increase.
5.7 End User Experience
To get a sense of what the entire design tool is like from the end user perspective,
a sample critic was trained and loaded into the evaluation module that plugs into
the larger design tool. The ratings and feedback were observed with several realistic
designs. The perspective of the critic was whether a dining room area was considered
private. The criteria for this is primarily based on the path length from the dining
room table to the kitchen (going around infill components) and the total rotation of
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Figure 16: Now the dining room table (and associated chairs) has been moved into
the room in the upper left hand corner. The shortest path to the kitchen now has
more turns, satisfying the critic which wants a private dining area with respect to the
kitchen.
the path from the dining room to the kitchen (capturing whether the path is straight
or not). This perspective was chosen because it is a relatively high level concept (as
opposed, for example, to surrounding a bathroom with walls) but can easily be trained
using the primitive geometric features currently present in the system. (The system
doesn’t currently have any middle level concepts trained besides the bathroom being
enclosed.) Figures 15 and 16 show the tangible interface and critic system working
together.
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6 Conclusion
The work presented proposes an infrastructure for creating computational critics that
are trained by example to evaluate residential designs. Prior work has focused on
creating design tools that are either not intended for non-experts or are intended
for non-experts but require a significant amount of knowledge engineering. The critic
infrastructure proposed here interfaces with a design tool that is intended for non-
experts and requires little explicit knowledge engineering effort. Results show that the
proposed infrastructure is feasible and promising as a means to provide architectural
feedback in a non-expert design tool.
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| | | k_u000_096x096
| | | k_u001_096x114
| | | k_l001_084x144
| | | k_u001_096x096
| | | k_u000_096x114
| | | k_l000_084x144
| | BATHROOMS
| | | b_group00_096x084
| | | b_group00_108x084
| | | b_group00_072x084
| | | b_group01_096x084
| | | b_group01_108x084
| | | b_group01_072x084
| FURNITURE
| | SURFACES
| | | TALL-DESKS
| | | | f_tbl00_048x072
| | | | f_tbl00_036x048
| | | f_tbl01_024x024
| | SEATING
| | | f_chr00_030x060
| | | f_chr00_030x030
| | | f_chr02_018x018
| | | f_chr03_018x048
| | SLEEPING
| | | f_bed00_084x078
| | | f_bed00_078x054
| INFILL
| | INTERIOR-WALLS
| | | SMALL-INTERIOR-WALLS
| | | | i_group0002_012x084
| | | | i_group0003_012x084
| | | | i_group0002_024x084
| | | | i_group0003_024x084
| | | MEDIUM-INTERIOR-WALLS
| | | | i_group0000_012x120
| | | | i_group0000_024x120
| | | LARGE-INTERIOR-WALLS
| | | | WITH-DOORS
| | | | | i_group0003_012x144
| | | | | i_group0002_012x144
| | | | WITHOUT-DOORS
| | | | | i_group0000_012x144
| | | | | i_group0000_024x144
| | WALLS
| | | WETWALLS
| | | | wall1
| | | | wall2
| | | | wall5
| | | | wall6
| | | DRYWALLS
| | | | wall3
| | | | wall4
| | WINDOWS
| | | westWindow
| | | eastWindow
| | POSTS
| | | northPost
| | | centerPost
| | | southPost
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B Critical Java Source Code
The code in this section is responsible for representing designs and performing the transformation from design to feature set.
B.1 ClassNode
This class represents both a node in the classification graph and a specific component that is part of a design.
/∗∗
Represents c l a s s i f i c a t i o n s o f i n f i l l components as we l l as s p e c i f i c
components themse lves such as OBJECT ( the root o f the i n f i l l component t r e e ) , SEATING , SURFACES,
SLEEPING , QUEEN BED, etc . Note that some methods such as getCenter ( ) , e t c are implemented here
and are used by s u b c l a s s e s that r e f e r e to s p e c i f i c ob j e c t s such as a QUEEN BED, but don ’ t make
sense f o r s u b c l a s s e s that don ’ t a c t u a l l y e x i s t in a des ign such as a SLEEPING ob j e c t .
∗/
/∗∗
Pos i t i v e r o t a t i o n s are c l o ckw i s e . . . i . e . a r o t a t i on o f +90 i s a r o t a t i on 90 degree s c l o ckw i s e
∗/
package t rans former ;
import java . awt . ∗ ;
import java . u t i l . ∗ ;
public c lass ClassNode {
protected ClassNode parent ;
protected ArrayList ch i l d r en = new ArrayList ( ) ;
protected Point l o c a t i o n ;
protected Dimension s i z e ;
protected int r o t a t i on ;
// t h i s i s only used by SEATING ob j e c t s . A cha i r has weight 1 , a so f a−cha i r has
// weight 2 , and a couch has weight 3 .
protected int weight ;
//1 = ok , 0 = unrated , −1 = bad ;
protected int r a t i ng ;
/∗
the th ing that a c t u a l l y knows how to look at the i n f i l l components
in a des ign and generate a f i x e d a t t r i b u t e l i s t .
∗/
protected Evaluator eva luato r ;
// keeps t rack o f a l l the s p e c i f i c i n f i l l o b j e c t s in a des ign .
protected Design des ign ;
protected St r ing instanceName ;
protected int id = −1;
public ClassNode ( ) {
}
public ClassNode ( St r ing name ) {
this . instanceName = name ;
}
public ClassNode ( St r ing name , int id ) {
this . instanceName = name ;
this . id = id ;
}
public void eva luate ( ClassNode n , S t r i ngBu f f e r buf , boolean verbose ) {
//System . out . p r i n t l n ( ” eva lua t ing ” + t h i s . getName ( ) ) ;
this . eva luato r . eva luate (n , buf , verbose ) ;
}
public void getFormat ( S t r i ngBu f f e r buf ) {
this . eva luato r . getFormat ( buf ) ;
}
public void se tEva luator ( Evaluator e ) {
this . eva luato r = e ;
}
public void se tDes ign ( Design d ) {
this . des ign = d ;
}
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protected void setParent ( ClassNode node ) {
this . parent = node ;
}
// Notice t h i s c a l l s setParent .
public void addChild ( ClassNode node ) {
this . c h i l d r en . add ( node ) ;
node . setParent ( this ) ;
}
public int getX ( ) {
return this . l o c a t i o n . x ;
}
public int getY ( ) {
return this . l o c a t i o n . y ;
}
public St r ing getName ( ) {
return this . instanceName ;
}
public void setName ( St r ing n ) {
this . instanceName = n ;
}
public void setID ( int i ) {
this . id = i ;
}
public int getID ( ) {
return this . id ;
}
public void s e tLocat i on ( Point l ) {
this . l o c a t i o n = l ;
}
public void s e t S i z e ( Dimension d ) {
this . s i z e = d ;
}
public int getHeight ( ) {
return this . s i z e . he ight ;
}
public int getWidth ( ) {
return this . s i z e . width ;
}
public int getRotat ion ( ) {
return this . r o t a t i on ;
}
public void se tRotat ion ( int r ) {
this . r o t a t i on = r ;
}
public void setRat ing ( int b ) {
this . r a t i ng = b ;
}
public int getRating ( ) {
return this . r a t i ng ;
}
public f loat getRe la t iveRotat i on ( ClassNode otherNode ) {
return ( f loat ) ( otherNode . r o t a t i on − this . r o t a t i on ) ;
}
public void setWeight ( int w) {
this . weight = w;
}
public int getWeight ( ) {
return this . weight ;
}
// re tu rns t rue i f the in s tance o f ClassNode given i s o f t h i s type or
//a descendant o f t h i s type .
public boolean matches ( ClassNode n ) {
i f ( this . getName ( ) . equa l s (n . getName ( ) ) ) {
return true ;
} else {
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boolean matches = fa l se ;
ClassNode checking ;
I t e r a t o r i = this . c h i l d r en . i t e r a t o r ( ) ;
while ( i . hasNext ( ) ) {
checking = ( ClassNode ) i . next ( ) ;
i f ( checking . matches (n ) ) {






// re tu rns the value o f the l e f t s i d e o f the ob j e c t assuming
// the ob j e c t has the given r o t a t i on from north .
public int getLe f tAdjusted ( int r o t a t i on ) {
i f ( r o t a t i on == 0) {
return this . l o c a t i o n . x ;
} else i f ( r o t a t i on == 90) {
return this . l o c a t i o n . y ;
} else i f ( r o t a t i on == 180) {
return this . l o c a t i o n . x + this . s i z e . width ;
} else {
return this . l o c a t i o n . y + this . s i z e . he ight ;
}
}
public int getRightAdjusted ( int r o t a t i on ) {
i f ( r o t a t i on == 0) {
return this . l o c a t i o n . x + this . s i z e . width ;
} else i f ( r o t a t i on == 90) {
return this . l o c a t i o n . y + this . s i z e . he ight ;
} else i f ( r o t a t i on == 180) {
return this . l o c a t i o n . x ;
} else {
return this . l o c a t i o n . y ;
}
}
public int getTopAdjusted ( int r o t a t i on ) {
i f ( r o t a t i on == 0) {
return this . l o c a t i o n . y ;
} else i f ( r o t a t i on == 90) {
return this . l o c a t i o n . x + this . s i z e . width ;
} else i f ( r o t a t i on == 180) {
return this . l o c a t i o n . y + this . s i z e . he ight ;
} else {
return this . l o c a t i o n . x ;
}
}
public int getBottomAdjusted ( int r o t a t i on ) {
i f ( r o t a t i on == 0) {
return this . l o c a t i o n . y + this . s i z e . he ight ;
} else i f ( r o t a t i on == 90) {
return this . l o c a t i o n . x ;
} else i f ( r o t a t i on == 180) {
return this . l o c a t i o n . y ;
} else {
return this . l o c a t i o n . x + this . s i z e . width ;
}
}
public int ge tLe f t ( ) {
return this . getLe f tAdjusted ( this . r o t a t i on ) ;
}
public int getRight ( ) {
return this . getRightAdjusted ( this . r o t a t i on ) ;
}
public int getTop ( ) {
return this . getTopAdjusted ( this . r o t a t i on ) ;
}
public int getBottom ( ) {
return this . getBottomAdjusted ( this . r o t a t i on ) ;
}
// re tu rns cente r o f ob j e c t . FIXME −− could cache a cente r po int once c reated .
public Point getCenter ( ) {
int x = this . l o c a t i o n . x + ( int ) ( ( f loat ) this . s i z e . width / 2 ) ;
int y = this . l o c a t i o n . y + ( int ) ( ( f loat ) this . s i z e . he ight / 2 ) ;
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return new Point (x , y ) ;
}
// d i s tnace from t h i s c ente r to n ’ s c ente r .
public f loat distanceTo ( ClassNode n ) {
return ( f loat ) this . getCenter ( ) . d i s t ance (n . getCenter ( ) ) ;
}
// re tu rns the d i s t ance to the nea r e s t in s tance o f an i n f i l l ob j e c t matching ( or ance s to r o f )
// the given ClassNode .
public f loat distanceToNearestOfType ( ClassNode n ) {
ClassNode current ;
I t e r a t o r i = this . des ign . getComponents ( ) ;
f loat bestDis tance = Float .MAX VALUE;
boolean anymatch = fa l se ;
while ( i . hasNext ( ) ) {
cur rent = ( ClassNode ) i . next ( ) ;
i f (n . matches ( cur rent ) && ( this != cur rent ) ) {
f loat f = this . d istanceTo ( cur rent ) ;
anymatch = true ;
be s tDi s tance = ( f < bestDis tance ) ? f : bes tDi s tance ;
}
}
i f ( anymatch == fa l se ) {
bestDis tance = −1;
}
return bestDis tance ;
}
// re tu rns l i s t o f c l a s s e s r ep r e s en t i ng ance s to r s o f t h i s c l a s s
//( not in c lud ing t h i s c l a s s )
public ArrayList getAncestors ( ) {
ArrayList l i s t = new ArrayList ( ) ;
i f ( this . parent == null ) {
return l i s t ;
} else {
return this . parent . getAncestors ( l i s t ) ;
}
}
public ArrayList getAncestors ( ArrayList l i s t ) {
l i s t . add ( this ) ;
i f ( this . parent == null ) {
return l i s t ;
} else {
return this . parent . getAncestors ( l i s t ) ;
}
}
public St r ing toS t r ing ( ) {
return this . instanceName + ”[” + this . id + ” ] , pos : ” +
this . l o c a t i o n . t oS t r ing ( ) + ” , s i z e : ” + this . s i z e . t oS t r ing ( ) + ” , r o t a t i on : ” +
this . r o t a t i on + ” , r a t i ng : ” + this . r a t i ng ;
}
}
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B.2 ClassesPresentEvaluator
This class generates boolean features that say whether other class are present in a design.
/∗
S p e c i f i c eva luator that computes whether at l e a s t one in s tance o f each other c l a s s e x i s t s .
∗/
package t rans former ;
import java . u t i l . ∗ ;
public c lass Classe sPresentEva luator extends Spec i f i cEva lua to r {
protected Design des ign ;
protected ArrayList c l a s s L i s t ;
protected stat ic Hashtable c l a s s e s E x i s t = null ;
public Classe sPresentEva luator ( Design d , ArrayList c l ) {
this . des ign = d ;
this . c l a s s L i s t = c l ;
}
public stat ic void r e s e t ( ) {
Classe sPresentEva luator . c l a s s e s E x i s t = null ;
}
public St r ing getFormat ( ) {
St r ing output = ”” ;
ClassNode cur r entC la s s ;
I t e r a t o r a l l C l a s s e s = this . c l a s s L i s t . i t e r a t o r ( ) ;
while ( a l l C l a s s e s . hasNext ( ) ) {
cur r entC la s s = ( ClassNode ) a l l C l a s s e s . next ( ) ;




public St r ing getEvaluat ion ( ClassNode node , boolean verbose ) {
St r ing output = ”” ;
i f ( C las se sPresentEva luator . c l a s s e s E x i s t == null ) {
Classe sPresentEva luator . c l a s s e s E x i s t = new Hashtable ( ) ;
ClassNode cur r entC la s s ;
ClassNode currentComponent ;
I t e r a t o r a l l C l a s s e s = this . c l a s s L i s t . i t e r a t o r ( ) ;
I t e r a t o r allComponents ;
boolean e x i s t s = fa l se ;
int i tems = this . c l a s s L i s t . s i z e ( ) ;
while ( a l l C l a s s e s . hasNext ( ) ) {
e x i s t s = fa l se ;
cu r r entC la s s = ( ClassNode ) a l l C l a s s e s . next ( ) ;
allComponents = this . des ign . getComponents ( ) ;
while ( allComponents . hasNext ( ) ) {
currentComponent = ( ClassNode ) allComponents . next ( ) ;
i f ( cu r r entC la s s . matches ( currentComponent ) ) {




Classe sPresentEva luator . c l a s s e s E x i s t . put ( cur r entC la s s , new Boolean ( e x i s t s ) ) ;
}
}
ClassNode cur r entC la s s ;
I t e r a t o r a l l C l a s s e s = this . c l a s s L i s t . i t e r a t o r ( ) ;
boolean e x i s t s ;
while ( a l l C l a s s e s . hasNext ( ) ) {
cur r entC la s s = ( ClassNode ) a l l C l a s s e s . next ( ) ;
i f ( ( ( Boolean ) Clas se sPresentEva luator . c l a s s e s E x i s t . get ( cu r r entC la s s ) ) . booleanValue ( ) ) {
output += ” true , ” ;
} else {
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B.3 Design
This class is an untransformed design. Its basically a container for design components (which are instances of ClassNode).
/∗
Holds a bunch o f ClassNodes that r ep r e s en t s p e c i f i c i n f i l l components in a des ign .
∗/
package t rans former ;
import java . u t i l . ∗ ;
import java . awt . ∗ ;
import java . awt . geom . ∗ ;
public c lass Design extends Hashtable {
protected Rectangle2D . Float bounds ;
protected Point seatingCenterOfMass = null ;
protected Hashtable a l l C l a s s e s ;
public Design ( ) {
this . setBounds (10 f , 1 0 f , 3 8 5 f , 3 8 5 f ) ;
}
public synchronized void r e s e t ( ) {
this . c l e a r ( ) ;
this . seatingCenterOfMass = null ;
}
public void setBounds ( f loat x , f loat y , f loat width , f loat he ight ) {
this . bounds = new Rectangle2D . Float (x , y , width , he ight ) ;
}
public Rectangle2D . Float getBounds ( ) {
return this . bounds ;
}
public void setAllClassesByName ( Hashtable h ) {
this . a l l C l a s s e s = h ;
}
public Hashtable getAllClassesByName ( ) {
return this . a l l C l a s s e s ;
}
public Point getSeatingCenterOfMass ( ) {
this . computeSeatingCenterOfMass ( ) ;
return this . seatingCenterOfMass ;
}
protected void computeSeatingCenterOfMass ( ) {
f loat xcenter = 0 ;
f loat ycenter = 0 ;
int count = 0 ;
int weight ;
Point cente r ;
I t e r a t o r i = this . getComponents ( ) ;
ClassNode component ;
ClassNode s ea t i ng = ( ClassNode ) this . a l l C l a s s e s . get ( ”SEATING” ) ;
boolean anySeating = fa l se ;
while ( i . hasNext ( ) ) {
component = ( ClassNode ) i . next ( ) ;
i f ( s e a t i ng . matches ( component ) ) { // i s the component o f type s ea t i ng .
anySeating = true ;
weight = component . getWeight ( ) ;
c ente r = component . getCenter ( ) ;
xcenter += cente r . x ∗ weight ;
ycenter += cente r . y ∗ weight ;
count += weight ;
}
}
i f ( anySeating ) {
this . seatingCenterOfMass = new Point ( ( int ) ( xcenter / ( ( f loat ) count ) ) ,
( int ) ( ycenter / ( ( f loat ) count ) ) ) ;
} else {
this . seatingCenterOfMass = null ;
}
}
public synchronized I t e r a t o r getComponents ( ) {
return this . va lues ( ) . i t e r a t o r ( ) ;
}
public synchronized void addComponent ( ClassNode n ) {
I n t eg e r key = new I n t eg e r (n . getID ( ) ) ;
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//System . out . p r i n t l n ( ”adding component ” + n . toS t r ing ( ) ) ;
this . put ( key , n ) ;
}
public synchronized ClassNode get ( int id ) {
return ( ClassNode ) super . get (new I n t eg e r ( id ) ) ;
}
public St r ing toS t r ing ( ) {
St r ing s = ” [ keys and va lues f o r Design in s tance ]\n” ;
I t e r a t o r i t e r = this . keySet ( ) . i t e r a t o r ( ) ;
int in tkey ;
In t eg e r key ;
while ( i t e r . hasNext ( ) ) {
key = ( In t eg e r ) i t e r . next ( ) ;
intkey = key . intValue ( ) ;
s += intkey + ” −−> ” ;
s += (( ClassNode ) this . get ( key ) ) . getName ( ) ;
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B.4 DistanceNearestEachClassEvaluator
This class finds the straight line distance from a component to other components in a design.
/∗
S p e c i f i c eva luator that computes the d i s t ance from the given ClassNode to the c l o s e s t i n s tance
o f each c l a s s g iven in a c l a s s l i s t .
∗/
package t rans former ;
import java . u t i l . ∗ ;
public c lass DistanceNearestEachClassEvaluator extends Spec i f i cEva lua to r {
protected Design des ign ;
protected ArrayList c l a s s L i s t ;
public DistanceNearestEachClassEvaluator ( Design d , ArrayList c l ) {
this . des ign = d ;
this . c l a s s L i s t = c l ;
}
public St r ing getFormat ( ) {
St r ing output = ”” ;
ClassNode cur r entC la s s ;
I t e r a t o r a l l C l a s s e s = this . c l a s s L i s t . i t e r a t o r ( ) ;
while ( a l l C l a s s e s . hasNext ( ) ) {
cur r entC la s s = ( ClassNode ) a l l C l a s s e s . next ( ) ;




public St r ing getEvaluat ion ( ClassNode node , boolean verbose ) {
St r ing output = ”” ;
ClassNode cur r entC la s s ;
I t e r a t o r a l l C l a s s e s = this . c l a s s L i s t . i t e r a t o r ( ) ;
f loat d i s t ance ;
S t r ing d i s t anc eS t r = ”” ;
int i tems = this . c l a s s L i s t . s i z e ( ) ;
while ( a l l C l a s s e s . hasNext ( ) ) {
cur r entC la s s = ( ClassNode ) a l l C l a s s e s . next ( ) ;
d i s t ance = node . distanceToNearestOfType ( cur r entC la s s ) ;
i f ( d i s t ance != −1) {
d i s t anc eS t r = Float . t oS t r ing ( d i s t ance ) ;
} else {
d i s t anc eS t r = ”?” ;
}
i tems−−;
i f ( verbose ) {
output = output + ”@dtn−” + cur r entC la s s . getName () + ” ” + d i s t anc eS t r + ”\n” ;
} else {
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B.5 DistanceNearestEachDirectionEvaluator.java
This class finds the distance and relative rotation from a given component to the closest components in each of the four cardinal
directions.
/∗
Finds d i s t ance , and r e l a t i v e r o t a t i on to the nea r e s t ob j e c t to top , bottom , l e f t , r i g h t o f an objec
t .
Assumes a l l ob j e c t s are square and that ob j e c t s always have 0 , 9 0 , 1 8 0 , 2 7 0 o r i e n t a t i o n .
∗/
package t rans former ;
import java . u t i l . ∗ ;
public c lass DistanceNearestEachDirect ionEvaluator extends Spec i f i cEva lua t o r {
protected Design des ign ;
protected ArrayList c l a s s L i s t ;
protected Hashtable allClassesByName ;
protected Hashtable l e f t V e c t o r = new Hashtable ( ) ;
protected Hashtable topVector = new Hashtable ( ) ;
protected Hashtable bottomVector = new Hashtable ( ) ;
protected Hashtable r i ghtVecto r = new Hashtable ( ) ;
public DistanceNearestEachDirect ionEvaluator ( Design d , ArrayList c l , Hashtable byn ) {
this . des ign = d ;
this . c l a s s L i s t = c l ;
this . al lClassesByName = byn ;
}
public St r ing getFormat ( ) {
St r ing output = ”” ;
output = output + ” @attr ibute l e f t−d r e a l \n” +
” @attr ibute l e f t−ro t r e a l \n” +
” @attr ibute top−d r e a l \n” +
” @attr ibute top−ro t r e a l \n” +
” @attr ibute r i g h t−d r e a l \n” +
” @attr ibute r i g h t−ro t r e a l \n” +
” @attr ibute bottom−d r e a l \n” +
” @attr ibute bottom−ro t r e a l \n” ;
ClassNode n ;
I t e r a t o r i = this . c l a s s L i s t . i t e r a t o r ( ) ;
while ( i . hasNext ( ) ) {
n = ( ClassNode ) i . next ( ) ;
output += ” @attr ibute adj− l e f t−” + n . getName () + ” { t rue , f a l s e }\n” ;
output += ” @attr ibute adj−top−” + n . getName () + ” { t rue , f a l s e }\n” ;
output += ” @attr ibute adj−r i g h t−” + n . getName () + ” { t rue , f a l s e }\n” ;




public St r ing getEvaluat ion ( ClassNode centerNode , boolean verbose ) {
this . in i tAdjacencyVector s ( ) ;
S t r ing output = ”” ;
// nea r e s t type to l e f t , top , r i g h t , bottom .
St r ing [ ] th ings = new St r ing [ 4 ] ;
// r e l a t i v e r o t a t i on .
f loat [ ] r o t a t i o n s = new f loat [ 4 ] ;
// d i s t ance to nea r e s t l e f t , top , r i g h t , bottom .
f loat [ ] d i s t an c e s = new f loat [ 4 ] ;
for ( int i = 0 ; i < 4 ; i ++) {
d i s t anc e s [ i ] = Float .MAX VALUE;
r o t a t i o n s [ i ] = Float .MAX VALUE;
}
ClassNode con s i d e r i ng ;
I t e r a t o r i = this . des ign . getComponents ( ) ;
f loat d i s t ance ;
while ( i . hasNext ( ) ) {
con s i d e r i ng = ( ClassNode ) i . next ( ) ;
i f ( DistanceNearestEachDirect ionEvaluator . i sLe f tO f ( c on s i d e r i ng , centerNode ) ) {
//System . e r r . p r i n t l n ( ” l e f t ” ) ;
d i s t ance = centerNode . g e tLe f t ( ) − con s i d e r i ng . getRightAdjusted ( centerNode . getRotat io
n ( ) ) ;
d i s t ance = Math . abs ( d i s t ance ) ;
i f ( d i s t ance < d i s t anc e s [ 0 ] ) {
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d i s t anc e s [ 0 ] = d i s t ance ;
th ings [ 0 ] = con s id e r i ng . getName ( ) ;
r o t a t i o n s [ 0 ] = centerNode . ge tRe la t iveRotat ion ( con s i d e r i ng ) ;
}
} else i f ( DistanceNearestEachDirect ionEvaluator . i sRightOf ( con s i d e r i ng , centerNode ) ) {
//System . e r r . p r i n t l n ( ” r i g h t ” ) ;
d i s t ance = cons i d e r i ng . getLe f tAdjusted ( centerNode . getRotat ion ( ) ) − centerNode . getRig
ht ( ) ;
d i s t ance = Math . abs ( d i s t ance ) ;
i f ( d i s t ance < d i s t anc e s [ 2 ] ) {
d i s t anc e s [ 2 ] = d i s t ance ;
th ings [ 2 ] = con s id e r i ng . getName ( ) ;
r o t a t i o n s [ 2 ] = centerNode . ge tRe la t iveRotat ion ( con s i d e r i ng ) ;
}
} else i f ( DistanceNearestEachDirect ionEvaluator . isAbove ( con s i d e r i ng , centerNode ) ) {
//System . e r r . p r i n t l n ( ”above ” ) ;
d i s t ance = centerNode . getTop () − con s i d e r i ng . getBottomAdjusted ( centerNode . getRotat io
n ( ) ) ;
d i s t ance = Math . abs ( d i s t ance ) ;
i f ( d i s t ance < d i s t anc e s [ 1 ] ) {
d i s t anc e s [ 1 ] = d i s t ance ;
th ings [ 1 ] = con s id e r i ng . getName ( ) ;
r o t a t i o n s [ 1 ] = centerNode . ge tRe la t iveRotat ion ( con s i d e r i ng ) ;
}
} else i f ( DistanceNearestEachDirect ionEvaluator . i sBelow ( con s i d e r i ng , centerNode ) ) {
//System . e r r . p r i n t l n ( ”below ” ) ;
d i s t ance = cons i d e r i ng . getTopAdjusted ( centerNode . getRotat ion ( ) ) − centerNode . getBott
om( ) ;
d i s t ance = Math . abs ( d i s t ance ) ;
i f ( d i s t ance < d i s t anc e s [ 3 ] ) {
d i s t anc e s [ 3 ] = d i s t ance ;
th ings [ 3 ] = con s id e r i ng . getName ( ) ;




St r ing [ ] d i s t anc eS t r = new St r ing [ 4 ] ;
S t r ing [ ] r o t a t i o n S t r = new St r ing [ 4 ] ;
for ( int j = 0 ; j < 4 ; j ++) {
i f ( d i s t anc e s [ j ] == Float .MAX VALUE) {
d i s t anc eS t r [ j ] = ”?” ;
} else {
d i s t anc eS t r [ j ] = Float . t oS t r ing ( d i s t an c e s [ j ] ) ;
}
i f ( r o t a t i o n s [ j ] == Float .MAX VALUE) {
r o t a t i o n S t r [ j ] = ”?” ;
} else {
r o t a t i o n S t r [ j ] = Float . t oS t r ing ( r o t a t i o n s [ j ] ) ;
}
}
i f ( th ings [ 0 ] ! = null ) {
this . l e f t V e c t o r . put ( th ings [ 0 ] , new Boolean ( true ) ) ;
this . s e tAncestorVector s ( this . l e f t V e c t o r , th ings [ 0 ] ) ;
}
i f ( th ings [ 1 ] ! = null ) {
this . topVector . put ( th ings [ 1 ] , new Boolean ( true ) ) ;
this . s e tAncestorVector s ( this . topVector , th ings [ 1 ] ) ;
}
i f ( th ings [ 2 ] ! = null ) {
this . r i ghtVecto r . put ( th ings [ 2 ] , new Boolean ( true ) ) ;
this . s e tAncestorVector s ( this . r i ghtVecto r , th ings [ 2 ] ) ;
}
i f ( th ings [ 3 ] ! = null ) {
this . bottomVector . put ( th ings [ 3 ] , new Boolean ( true ) ) ;
this . s e tAncestorVector s ( this . bottomVector , th ings [ 3 ] ) ;
}
output = output +
d i s t anc eS t r [ 0 ] + ” , ” + r o t a t i o n S t r [ 0 ] + ” , ” +
d i s t anc eS t r [ 1 ] + ” , ” + r o t a t i o n S t r [ 1 ] + ” , ” +
d i s t anc eS t r [ 2 ] + ” , ” + r o t a t i o n S t r [ 2 ] + ” , ” +
d i s t anc eS t r [ 3 ] + ” , ” + r o t a t i o n S t r [ 3 ] + ” , ” ;
S t r ing l e f t , top , r i g h t , bottom ;
i = this . c l a s s L i s t . i t e r a t o r ( ) ;
S t r ing name ;
while ( i . hasNext ( ) ) {
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name = (( ClassNode ) i . next ( ) ) . getName ( ) ;
l e f t = (( Boolean ) this . l e f t V e c t o r . get (name ) ) . t oS t r i ng ( ) ;
top = (( Boolean ) this . topVector . get (name ) ) . t oS t r ing ( ) ;
r i g h t = (( Boolean ) this . r i ghtVecto r . get (name ) ) . t oS t r ing ( ) ;
bottom = (( Boolean ) this . bottomVector . get (name ) ) . t oS t r ing ( ) ;




// i s t a r g e t ob j e c t l e f t o f source ob j e c t
//( where a perpend i cu la r ray cas t from any point on the l e f t s i d e o f the source i n t e r s e c t s
// the r i g h t s i d e o f the t a rg e t . Adjusts f o r p o s s i b l e r o t a t i on o f source .
stat ic boolean i sL e f tO f ( ClassNode ta rg e t , ClassNode source ) {
int ro t = source . getRotat ion ( ) ;
i f ( ro t == 0) {
return i s L e f t O f I n t e r n a l ( t a r g e t , source ) ;
} else i f ( ro t == 90) {
return i sAbove Inte rna l ( t a r g e t , source ) ;
} else i f ( ro t == 180) {
return i sR i gh tO f In t e rna l ( t a r g e t , source ) ;
} else i f ( ro t == 270) {
return i sBe l owIn t e rna l ( t a r g e t , source ) ;
} else {
System . e r r . p r i n t l n ( ” ! ! ! ! ! encountered i l l e g a l r o t a t i on : ” + rot ) ;
return fa l se ;
}
}
stat ic boolean i sRightOf ( ClassNode ta rg e t , ClassNode source ) {
int ro t = source . getRotat ion ( ) ;
i f ( ro t == 0) {
return i sR i gh tO f In t e rna l ( t a r g e t , source ) ;
} else i f ( ro t == 90) {
return i sBe l owIn t e rna l ( t a r g e t , source ) ;
} else i f ( ro t == 180) {
return i s L e f t O f I n t e r n a l ( t a r g e t , source ) ;
} else i f ( ro t == 270) {
return i sAbove Inte rna l ( t a r g e t , source ) ;
} else {
System . e r r . p r i n t l n ( ” ! ! ! ! ! encountered i l l e g a l r o t a t i on : ” + rot ) ;
return fa l se ;
}
}
stat ic boolean isAbove ( ClassNode ta rg e t , ClassNode source ) {
int ro t = source . getRotat ion ( ) ;
i f ( ro t == 0) {
return i sAbove Inte rna l ( t a r g e t , source ) ;
} else i f ( ro t == 90) {
return i sR i gh tO f In t e rna l ( t a r g e t , source ) ;
} else i f ( ro t == 180) {
return i sBe l owIn t e rna l ( t a r g e t , source ) ;
} else i f ( ro t == 270) {
return i s L e f t O f I n t e r n a l ( t a r g e t , source ) ;
} else {
System . e r r . p r i n t l n ( ” ! ! ! ! ! encountered i l l e g a l r o t a t i on : ” + rot ) ;
return fa l se ;
}
}
stat ic boolean i sBelow ( ClassNode ta rg e t , ClassNode source ) {
int ro t = source . getRotat ion ( ) ;
i f ( ro t == 0) {
return i sBe l owIn t e rna l ( t a r g e t , source ) ;
} else i f ( ro t == 90) {
return i s L e f t O f I n t e r n a l ( t a r g e t , source ) ;
} else i f ( ro t == 180) {
return i sAbove Inte rna l ( t a r g e t , source ) ;
} else i f ( ro t == 270) {
return i sR i gh tO f In t e rna l ( t a r g e t , source ) ;
} else {
System . e r r . p r i n t l n ( ” ! ! ! ! ! encountered i l l e g a l r o t a t i on : ” + rot ) ;
return fa l se ;
}
}
// i s t a r g e t ob j e c t l e f t o f source ob j e c t
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//( where a perpend i cu la r ray cas t from any point on the l e f t s i d e o f the source i n t e r s e c t s
// the r i g h t s i d e o f the t a rg e t .
stat ic boolean i s L e f t O f I n t e r n a l ( ClassNode ta rg e t , ClassNode source ) {
return ( ( t a r g e t . getRightAdjusted (0) <= source . getLe f tAdjusted (0)) &&
( ta rg e t . getBottomAdjusted (0) >= source . getTopAdjusted (0)) &&
( ta rg e t . getTopAdjusted (0) <= source . getBottomAdjusted ( 0 ) ) ) ;
}
stat ic boolean i sR i gh tO f In t e rna l ( ClassNode ta rg e t , ClassNode source ) {
return ( ( t a r g e t . getLe f tAdjusted (0) >= source . getRightAdjusted (0)) &&
( ta rg e t . getBottomAdjusted (0) >= source . getTopAdjusted (0)) &&
( ta rg e t . getTopAdjusted (0) <= source . getBottomAdjusted ( 0 ) ) ) ;
}
stat ic boolean i sAbove Inte rna l ( ClassNode ta rg e t , ClassNode source ) {
return ( ( t a r g e t . getBottomAdjusted (0) <= source . getTopAdjusted (0)) &&
( ta rg e t . getRightAdjusted (0) >= source . getLe f tAdjusted (0)) &&
( ta rg e t . getLe f tAdjusted (0) <= source . getRightAdjusted ( 0 ) ) ) ;
}
stat ic boolean i sBe l owIn t e rna l ( ClassNode ta rg e t , ClassNode source ) {
return ( ( t a r g e t . getTopAdjusted (0) >= source . getBottomAdjusted (0)) &&
( ta rg e t . getRightAdjusted (0) >= source . getLe f tAdjusted (0)) &&
( ta rg e t . getLe f tAdjusted (0) <= source . getRightAdjusted ( 0 ) ) ) ;
}
protected void in i tAdjacencyVector s ( ) {
ClassNode n ;
I t e r a t o r i = this . c l a s s L i s t . i t e r a t o r ( ) ;
while ( i . hasNext ( ) ) {
n = ( ClassNode ) i . next ( ) ;
this . l e f t V e c t o r . put (n . getName ( ) , new Boolean ( fa l se ) ) ;
this . r i ghtVecto r . put (n . getName ( ) , new Boolean ( fa l se ) ) ;
this . topVector . put (n . getName ( ) , new Boolean ( fa l se ) ) ;




The va lues a s s o c i a t ed with the most s p e c i f i c components to the l e f t , r i g h t , e t c are
s e t to t rue , but we a l s o want the h igher l e v e l c l a s s i f i c a t i o n s o f these components
s e t to t rue .
∗/
protected void se tAnces torVector s ( Hashtable vec tor , S t r ing mos tSpec i f i c ) {
ClassNode cn = ( ClassNode ) this . al lClassesByName . get ( mos tSpec i f i c ) ;
ArrayList ance s t o r s = cn . getAncestors ( ) ;
I t e r a t o r i t e r = ance s to r s . i t e r a t o r ( ) ;
ClassNode ance s to r ;
while ( i t e r . hasNext ( ) ) {
ance s to r = ( ClassNode ) i t e r . next ( ) ;
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B.6 DistanceSeatingCenterMassEvaluator.java
This class finds the distance from a given component to the seating center of mass, which is the two dimensional center of mass of all
seating objects in a design.
/∗
S p e c i f i c eva luator that computes the d i s t ance from the given component to the
s ea t i ng cente r o f mass
∗/
package t rans former ;
import java . u t i l . ∗ ;
import java . awt . ∗ ;
public c lass DistanceSeat ingCenterMassEvaluator extends Spec i f i cEva lua to r {
protected Design d ;
public DistanceSeat ingCenterMassEvaluator ( Design d ) {
this . d = d ;
}
public St r ing getFormat ( ) {
return ” @attr ibute dt−s e a t i ng−com r e a l \n” ;
}
public St r ing getEvaluat ion ( ClassNode node , boolean verbose ) {
St r ing output = ”” ;
Point nodeCenter = node . getCenter ( ) ;
Point seat ingCenter = this . d . getSeatingCenterOfMass ( ) ;
S t r ing d i s t ance = ”?” ;
i f ( s eat ingCenter != null ) {
d i s t ance = In t ege r . t oS t r i ng ( ( int ) nodeCenter . d i s t ance ( seat ingCenter ) ) ;
}
i f ( verbose ) {
output = output + ”@dt−s e a t i ng−com ” + d i s tance + ”\n” ;
} else {
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B.7 Evaluator.java
Subclasses of this are assigned a set of the subclasses of SpecificEvaluator.java to form the set of features computed for each class in
the classification graph. This allows, for example, specific sets of SpecificEvaluator subclasses to be assigned to different classes. For
example, only some instances of a given class, like the SEATING class might care about the distance to the seating center of mass. In this
case, a subclass of Evaluator meant for the SEATING class would have an instance of the DistanceToSeatingCenterMass class added to it.
/∗
Subc la s s e s o f t h i s should maintain a l i s t o f Sp e c i f i cE v a l ua t o r s . This c o l l e c t i o n o f Spe c i f i cEva lua t
or s
r ep r e s en t s the th ings that should be eva luated f o r a given c l a s s .
∗/
package t rans former ;
import java . u t i l . ∗ ;
public abstract class Evaluator {
protected ArrayList s p e c i f i c E v a l u a t o r s = new ArrayList ( ) ;
Design des ign ;
ArrayList c l a s s L i s t ;
Hashtable allClassesByName ;
public Evaluator ( Design des ign , ArrayList c l a s s L i s t , Hashtable allClassesByName ) {
this . des ign = des ign ;
this . c l a s s L i s t = c l a s s L i s t ;
this . al lClassesByName = allClassesByName ;
}
public void i n i tDe f au l tEva lua t o r s ( ) {
//common to a l l eva lua to r s
// t h i s . addSpEvaluator (new DistanceSeat ingCenterMassEvaluator ( t h i s . des ign ) ) ;
// t h i s . addSpEvaluator (new DistanceNearestEachDirect ionEvaluator ( t h i s . des ign , t h i s . c l a s s L i s t ,
this . al lClassesByName ) ) ;
// t h i s . addSpEvaluator (new DistanceNearestEachClassEvaluator ( t h i s . des ign , t h i s . c l a s s L i s t ) ) ;
// t h i s . addSpEvaluator (new Classe sPresentEva luator ( t h i s . des ign , t h i s . c l a s s L i s t ) ) ;
this . addSpEvaluator (new Labe l ingEvaluator ( ) ) ;
}
public void addSpEvaluator ( Spe c i f i cEva lua t o r sp ) {
this . s p e c i f i c E v a l u a t o r s . add ( sp ) ;
}
public void addSpEvaluator ( int index , Spe c i f i cEva lua t o r sp ) {
this . s p e c i f i c E v a l u a t o r s . add ( 0 , sp ) ;
}
public I t e r a t o r getSpEvaluators ( ) {
return this . s p e c i f i c E v a l u a t o r s . i t e r a t o r ( ) ;
}
public void getFormat ( S t r i ngBu f f e r buf ) {
I t e r a t o r i = this . getSpEvaluators ( ) ;
Spe c i f i cEva lua to r spe ;
while ( i . hasNext ( ) ) {
spe = ( Spe c i f i cEva lua t o r ) i . next ( ) ;
buf . append ( spe . getFormat ( ) ) ;
}
}
public void eva luate ( ClassNode node , S t r i ngBu f f e r transformedData , boolean verbose ) {
I t e r a t o r i = this . getSpEvaluators ( ) ;
Spe c i f i cEva lua to r spe ;
while ( i . hasNext ( ) ) {
spe = ( Spe c i f i cEva lua t o r ) i . next ( ) ;
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B.8 LabelingEvaluator
Class that creates the label feature (whether a design is ‘ok’ or ‘bad’).
/∗
Just a s s i n g s ( i . e . p r i n t s ) the ok/bad l a b e l ( or r a t i ng ) that i s part o f a components a t t r i b u t e s e t .
∗/
package t rans former ;
import java . u t i l . ∗ ;
import java . awt . ∗ ;
public c lass Labe l ingEvaluator extends Spec i f i cEva lua to r {
public St r ing getFormat ( ) {
return ” @attr ibute l a b e l {ok , bad}\n” ;
}
public St r ing getEvaluat ion ( ClassNode node , boolean verbose ) {
St r ing output = ”” ;
St r ing l a b e l = ”” ;
i f ( node . getRating () == 1) {
l a b e l = ”ok” ;
} else i f ( node . getRating () == −1) {
l a b e l = ”bad” ;
} else {
System . e r r . p r i n t l n ( ” s e e ing unrated component” ) ;
}
i f ( verbose ) {
output = output + ” @label ” + l a b e l + ”\n” ;
} else {
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B.9 ObjectEvaluator
Subclass of Evaluator. Most classes in scenario2 use the same set of features. This is the concrete class that has the default set of
SpecificEvaluators added.
package t rans former ;
import java . u t i l . ∗ ;
public c lass ObjectEvaluator extends Evaluator {
public ObjectEvaluator ( Design des ign , ArrayList c l a s s L i s t , Hashtable allByName ) {
super ( des ign , c l a s s L i s t , allByName ) ;
}
}
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B.10 PathToBathroomEvaluator
Computes feature representing a shortest path (avoiding obstacles) from a given component to the nearest bathroom component.
/∗
S p e c i f i c eva luator that computes the path d i s t ance from a component to the
nea r e s t bedroom ( as de f ined by the l o c a t i o n o f a bed ) .
∗/
package t rans former ;
import java . u t i l . ∗ ;
import java . awt . ∗ ;
import java . awt . geom . ∗ ;
import path f inde r . ∗ ;
public c lass PathToBathroomEvaluator extends PathsEvaluator {
public PathToBathroomEvaluator ( Design d , Hashtable a l l c l a s s e s ) throws Exception {
super (d , a l l c l a s s e s ) ;
this . exc lude ( ”BATHROOMS” ) ;
this . setMatchType ( this . classByName ( ”BATHROOMS” ) ) ;
}
public St r ing getFormat ( ) {
return ” @attr ibute ptn−BATHROOMS r e a l \n” +
” @attr ibute prtn−BATHROOMS r e a l \n” ;
}
public St r ing getEvaluat ion ( ClassNode component , boolean verbose ) {
Path path = null ;
try {
path = this . getShortestPath ( component ) ;
} catch ( Inval idEndpointExcept ion e ) {
e . pr intStackTrace ( ) ;
}
St r ing s = ”” ;
i f ( path == null ) {
s += ”? , ?” ;
} else {
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B.11 PathToBedroomEvaluator
Computes feature representing a shortest path (avoiding obstacles) from a given component to the nearest SLEEPING component.
/∗
S p e c i f i c eva luator that computes the path d i s t ance from a component to the
nea r e s t bedroom ( as de f ined by the l o c a t i o n o f a bed ) .
∗/
package t rans former ;
import java . u t i l . ∗ ;
import java . awt . ∗ ;
import java . awt . geom . ∗ ;
import path f inde r . ∗ ;
public c lass PathToBedroomEvaluator extends PathsEvaluator {
public PathToBedroomEvaluator ( Design d , Hashtable a l l c l a s s e s ) throws Exception {
super (d , a l l c l a s s e s ) ;
this . exc lude ( ”SLEEPING” ) ;
this . setMatchType ( this . classByName ( ”SLEEPING” ) ) ;
}
public St r ing getFormat ( ) {
return ” @attr ibute ptn−SLEEPING r e a l \n” +
” @attr ibute prtn−SLEEPING r e a l \n” ;
}
public St r ing getEvaluat ion ( ClassNode component , boolean verbose ) {
Path path = null ;
try {
path = this . getShortestPath ( component ) ;
} catch ( Inval idEndpointExcept ion e ) {
e . pr intStackTrace ( ) ;
}
St r ing s = ”” ;
i f ( path == null ) {
s += ” ? , ? , ” ;
} else {
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B.12 PathToDiningEvaluator
Computes feature representing a shortest path (avoiding obstacles) from a given component to the nearest of two types of dining room
table components.
/∗
S p e c i f i c eva luator that computes the path d i s t ance from a component to the
nea r e s t d in ing room ( as de f ined by the d in ing tab l e ) .
∗/
package t rans former ;
import java . u t i l . ∗ ;
import java . awt . ∗ ;
import java . awt . geom . ∗ ;
import path f inde r . ∗ ;
public c lass PathToDiningEvaluator extends PathsEvaluator {
public PathToDiningEvaluator ( Design d , Hashtable a l l c l a s s e s ) throws Exception {
super (d , a l l c l a s s e s ) ;
this . exc lude ( ” f tb l 00 048x072 ” ) ;
this . exc lude ( ” f tb l 00 036x048 ” ) ;
}
public St r ing getFormat ( ) {
return ” @attr ibute ptn−DINING r e a l \n” +
” @attr ibute prtn−DINING r e a l \n” ;
}
public St r ing getEvaluat ion ( ClassNode component , boolean verbose ) {
this . prepare ( ) ;
Point cente r = component . getCenter ( ) ;
Point2D . Float source = new Point2D . Float ( cente r . x , c ente r . y ) ;
this . s e tSource ( source ) ;
f loat d i s t ance = Float .MAX VALUE;
Path shortes tPath = null ;
ClassNode potTarget ;
Path p = null ;
ClassNode d in ings1 = this . classByName ( ” f tb l 00 048x072 ” ) ;
ClassNode d in ings2 = this . classByName ( ” f tb l 00 036x048 ” ) ;
I t e r a t o r allComponents = this . getDes ign ( ) . getComponents ( ) ;
while ( allComponents . hasNext ( ) ) {
potTarget = ( ClassNode ) allComponents . next ( ) ;
i f ( d in ings1 . matches ( potTarget ) | | d in ings2 . matches ( potTarget ) ) {
this . s e tS ink ( potTarget ) ;
try {
p = this . getShortestPath ( ) ;
} catch ( Inval idEndpointExcept ion e ) {
break ;
}
i f (p . getPathLength () < d i s t ance ) {
d i s t ance = p . getPathLength ( ) ;




St r ing s = ”” ;
i f ( shortes tPath == null ) {
s += ” ? , ? , ” ;
} else {
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B.13 PathToKitchenEvaluator
Computes feature representing a shortest path (avoiding obstacles) from a given component to the nearest KITCHEN component.
/∗
S p e c i f i c eva luator that computes the path d i s t ance from a component to the
nea r e s t k i tchen .
∗/
package t rans former ;
import java . u t i l . ∗ ;
import java . awt . ∗ ;
import java . awt . geom . ∗ ;
import path f inde r . ∗ ;
public c lass PathToKitchenEvaluator extends PathsEvaluator {
public PathToKitchenEvaluator ( Design d , Hashtable a l l c l a s s e s ) throws Exception {
super (d , a l l c l a s s e s ) ;
this . exc lude ( ”KITCHENS” ) ;
this . setMatchType ( this . classByName ( ”KITCHENS” ) ) ;
}
public St r ing getFormat ( ) {
return ” @attr ibute ptn−KITCHEN r e a l \n” +
” @attr ibute prtn−KITCHEN r e a l \n” ;
}
public St r ing getEvaluat ion ( ClassNode component , boolean verbose ) {
Path path = null ;
try {
path = this . getShortestPath ( component ) ;
} catch ( Inval idEndpointExcept ion e ) {
e . pr intStackTrace ( ) ;
}
St r ing s = ”” ;
i f ( path == null ) {
s += ” ? , ? , ” ;
} else {
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B.14 PathToLivingroomEvaluator
Computes feature representing a shortest path (avoiding obstacles) from a given component to the nearest couch component.
/∗
S p e c i f i c eva luator that computes the path d i s t ance from a component to the
l i v i n g room ( as de f ined by neare s t couch ) .
∗/
package t rans former ;
import java . u t i l . ∗ ;
import java . awt . ∗ ;
import java . awt . geom . ∗ ;
import path f inde r . ∗ ;
public c lass PathToLivingroomEvaluator extends PathsEvaluator {
public PathToLivingroomEvaluator ( Design d , Hashtable a l l c l a s s e s ) throws Exception {
super (d , a l l c l a s s e s ) ;
this . exc lude ( ”SEATING” ) ;
this . setMatchType ( this . classByName ( ”SEATING” ) ) ;
}
public St r ing getFormat ( ) {
return ” @attr ibute ptn−LIVING r e a l \n” +
” @attr ibute prtn−LIVING r e a l \n” ;
}
public St r ing getEvaluat ion ( ClassNode component , boolean verbose ) {
Path path = null ;
try {
path = this . getShortestPath ( component ) ;
} catch ( Inval idEndpointExcept ion e ) {
e . pr intStackTrace ( ) ;
}
St r ing s = ”” ;
i f ( path == null ) {
s += ” ? , ? , ” ;
} else {
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B.15 PathsEvaluator
Abstract class that provides functionality to the specific subclasses PathTo...Evaluator.
/∗
Provides f u n c t i o n a l i t y f o r eva lua to r s that get the path length from one component to another .
∗/
package t rans former ;
import java . u t i l . ∗ ;
import path f inde r . ∗ ;
import java . awt . geom . ∗ ;
import java . awt . ∗ ;
public abstract class PathsEvaluator extends Spec i f i cEva lua to r {
// t h i s i s used by path f inde r package
public stat ic f ina l f loat THRESHOLD = 10;
protected Design des ign ;
protected Hashtable allClassesByName ;
// has ClassNodes f o r c l a s s e s to exc lude
//when putt ing o b s t a c l e s in the Ci rcu la t ionArea ( see path f inde r package ) . Values are nu l l ;
protected ArrayList exc ludes ;
C i rcu la t ionArea area ;
boolean prepared = fa l se ;
// t h i s i s the type o f component that s u b c l a s s e s w i l l match .
// I . e a PathToBathroomEvaluator w i l l s e t t h i s to be the BATHROOMS node .
protected ClassNode matchType ;
public PathsEvaluator ( Design d , Hashtable acbn ) {
this . des ign = d ;
this . al lClassesByName = acbn ;
Rectangle2D . Float bounds = this . des ign . getBounds ( ) ;
this . area = new Circu lat ionArea ( bounds . x , bounds . y , bounds . width , bounds . he ight ,
PathsEvaluator .THRESHOLD) ;
this . exc ludes = new ArrayList ( ) ;
}
public ClassNode classByName ( St r ing s ) {
return ( ClassNode ) this . al lClassesByName . get ( s ) ;
}
public void exc lude ( St r ing s ) throws Exception {
ClassNode node = ( ClassNode ) this . al lClassesByName . get ( s ) ;
i f ( node == null ) throw new Exception ( ” t r i e d to add exc lude c l a s s that doesn ’ t e x i s t ” ) ;
this . exc ludes . add ( node ) ;
}
public void se tSource ( Point2D . Float s ) {
this . area . s e tSource ( s ) ;
}
public void s e tS ink ( Point2D . Float s ) {
this . area . s e tS ink ( s ) ;
}
public void s e tS ink ( ClassNode n ) {
Point c = n . getCenter ( ) ;
this . area . s e tS ink (new Point2D . Float ( c . x , c . y ) ) ;
}
public void setMatchType ( ClassNode matchType ) {
this . matchType = matchType ;
}
public Design getDes ign ( ) {
return this . des ign ;
}
public void prepare ( ) {
i f ( prepared ) return ;
prepared = true ;
I t e r a t o r components = this . des ign . getComponents ( ) ;
I t e r a t o r a l lExc lude s ;
ClassNode currentComponent ;
ClassNode currentExclude ;
boolean passe s ;
while ( components . hasNext ( ) ) {
passe s = true ;
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currentComponent = ( ClassNode ) components . next ( ) ;
a l lExc lude s = this . exc ludes . i t e r a t o r ( ) ;
while ( a l lExc lude s . hasNext ( ) ) {
currentExclude = ( ClassNode ) a l lExc lude s . next ( ) ;
i f ( currentExclude . matches ( currentComponent ) ) {
passe s = fa l se ;




i f ( pas se s ) {




protected void addObstacle ( ClassNode obs ) {
ClassNode withdoors = ( ClassNode ) this . al lClassesByName . get ( ”WITH−DOORS” ) ;
//two o f the i n f i l l components have doors in them so we need to make s p e c i a l arrangements
// f o r them .
i f ( withdoors . matches ( obs ) ) {
this . addObstacleWithDoors ( obs ) ;
} else {
f loat x = ( f loat ) obs . getX ( ) ;
f loat y = ( f loat ) obs . getY ( ) ;
f loat width = ( f loat ) obs . getWidth ( ) ;
f loat he ight = ( f loat ) obs . getHeight ( ) ;
Rectangle2D . Float ob s t a c l e = new Rectangle2D . Float (x , y , width , he ight ) ;
this . area . addObstacle ( ob s t a c l e ) ;
//System . out . p r i n t l n ( ”adding ” + obs . getName () + ” at ” + x + ” , ” + y + ” , ” + width +
” , ” + he ight ) ;
}
}
// un fo r tunate ly assumptions about the p a r t i c u l a r component s e t are b u i l t in here .
protected void addObstacleWithDoors ( ClassNode obs ) {
int r o t a t i on = obs . getRotat ion ( ) ;
f loat x = ( f loat ) obs . getX ( ) ;
f loat y = ( f loat ) obs . getY ( ) ;
Rectangle2D . Float obs1 , obs2 ;
i f ( r o t a t i on == 0) {
obs1 = new Rectangle2D . Float (x , y , 1 2 f , 3 1 . 2 f ) ;
obs2 = new Rectangle2D . Float (x , y + 46.8 f , 1 2 f , 1 0 9 . 2 f ) ;
} else i f ( r o t a t i on == 90) {
obs1 = new Rectangle2D . Float (x , y , 1 0 9 . 2 f , 1 2 f ) ;
obs2 = new Rectangle2D . Float (x + 156 f , y , 3 1 . 2 f , 1 2 f ) ;
} else i f ( r o t a t i on == 180) {
obs1 = new Rectangle2D . Float (x , y , 1 2 f , 1 0 9 . 2 f ) ;
obs2 = new Rectangle2D . Float (x , y + 156 f , 1 2 f , 3 1 . 2 f ) ;
} else {
obs1 = new Rectangle2D . Float (x , y , 3 1 . 2 f , 1 2 f ) ;
obs2 = new Rectangle2D . Float (x + 78 , y , 1 0 9 . 2 f , 1 2 f ) ;
}
this . area . addObstacle ( obs1 ) ;
this . area . addObstacle ( obs2 ) ;
}
public Path getShortestPath ( ClassNode component ) throws Inval idEndpointExcept ion {
this . prepare ( ) ;
Point cente r = component . getCenter ( ) ;
Point2D . Float source = new Point2D . Float ( cente r . x , c ente r . y ) ;
this . s e tSource ( source ) ;
f loat d i s t ance = Float .MAX VALUE;
Path shortes tPath = null ;
ClassNode potTarget ;
Path p = null ;
I t e r a t o r allComponents = this . getDes ign ( ) . getComponents ( ) ;
while ( allComponents . hasNext ( ) ) {
potTarget = ( ClassNode ) allComponents . next ( ) ;
i f ( this . matchType . matches ( potTarget ) ) {
this . s e tS ink ( potTarget ) ;
try {
p = this . getShortestPath ( ) ;
} catch ( Inval idEndpointExcept ion e ) {
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break ;
}
i f (p . getPathLength () < d i s t ance ) {
d i s t ance = p . getPathLength ( ) ;




return shortes tPath ;
}
public Path getShortestPath ( ) throws Inval idEndpointExcept ion {
// path f inde r . Debug . pr intPath ( t h i s . area . getShortestPath ( ) ) ;
return this . area . getShortestPath ( ) ;
}
}
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B.16 SpecificEvaluator
Interface for various specific evaluator subclasses.
package t rans former ;
public abstract class Spec i f i cEva lua t o r {
public abstract St r ing getEvaluat ion ( ClassNode n , boolean verbose ) ;
public abstract St r ing getFormat ( ) ;
}
